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PREFACE 

All parenthetical documentation is to Ernst Elster’s first edition 

of Heine*s works unless otherwise indicated by the context, and they are 

referred to simply as Werke in the notes. When the context shows that 

the reference is to the letters, Friedrich Hirth’s recent edition of 

Heine’s Briefe is meant rather than the earlier Briefwechaal edition by 

the same editor. They will be referred to in the notes simply as Briefe. 

See the Bibliography for a fuller description of both works. 

I would like to express ny thanks to my friends and fellow students, 

Messrs. George Harris, James Thomson, Pat Windham, John Burns, and Ross 

Baker, who have helped me in many ways during the past months, and in 

discussion with whom many of the ideas which went into this thesis were 

developed. To my adviser, Dr, C. 0* Lyle, I owe the suggestion of an 

interesting topic about a still more interesting poet. I am especially 

indebted to Miss Any Turner, to, John Loomis, and toss Ann Gossman for 

their painstaking reading of the manuscript. 
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32JTRODUCTIOI3 

Heinrich Heine (1797-1856) lived through a period of European history 

which witnessed the important epochs of the Napoleonic wars, the Congress 

of Vienna and the ensuing Negative Reaction, the movements towards national 

unity in Germany and elsewhere, the revolutions of 1830 and 1848, the be¬ 

ginnings of the hew imperialism, the industrial revolution with its early 

ugliness and suffering, and the birth of new social doctrines such as 

those of Marx and others which purported to cope with these new problems. 

Unlike the Swabian poets, he did not live in idyllic retirement aid re¬ 

main unaffected, but he entered vigorously into the stream of events* He 

devoted an increasing amount of his energy during almost the whole span 

of his literary career to advocating in his writings his own liberal 

ideals as well as to satirising other liberal aid radical elements to 

which he was opposed* Heine was one of the first liberal men of letters 

in Germany to make his voice heard during the politically vacuous eighteen* 

twenties, aid along with Ludwig BBrne he was member, main forerunner, aid 

principal literary model of the loose group of writers designated as 

images Deutschland, a movement which sought to use literature as an instru¬ 

ment of political unity aid emancipation. It was the stifling atmosphere 

of the Reaction in Germany which caused Heine to settle in Paris in 1831 

aid remain there almost continuously until his death in 1856. The nature 

of his popularity in Germany from his lifetime until the present day has 

been strongly affected by the reaction of different-minded German critics 

and readers to the barbs, observations, and prophecies, expressed in his 

writings as well as his religious, political and social views* 

Hi dealing with such a subject as social and economic ideas and 



philosophies, it is impossible to draw sharp lines of demarcation. Shis 

is especially the case with German thought on the subject, which drew 

from an extensive philosophical background and retained a great deal of 

the philosophical or metaphysical approach (e.g. Marx). The subject of 

religion is sometimes relevant to social-economic thought, since religion 

or one's basic philosophy of life, is what determines human values, 

values which permeate into social philosophy and are necessary to it. 

Social-economic ideas often shade off almost imperceptibly into political 

ones, since the make-up of a state has social-economic implications and 

since the state has often been considered and used as an instrument of 

social refoym* 
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I 

It is significant that Heine’s political and social liberalism 

first effectively came into being while he was a student in Berlin in 

the years 1821-1823, for it was here that he heard Hegel’s lectures^ 

and joined the Verein fflr Kultur und Wissenschaft der Juden, the 

leaders of which were enthusiasts for Hegel’s philosophy,^ Heine 

probably never completely understood Hegel’s complicated system, and 

it is of little importance for our purposes whether he did or not, but 

either from the lectures themselves or from his Hegelian friends he 

seems to have acquired an idea which was to be of fundamental importance 

for his social and political thought throughout his life. That idea was 

one of the epistemological precepts of German Idealism, of which Hegel 

was an examples that man can, through reason, arrive at universally 

valid truths and that reason is therefore capable of moulding reality, 

or the existing state of society, to conform with itself.3 

Heine coupled this precept with the doctrines of the natural rights 

of man of the eighteenth-century French philosophers. He writes in 1822 

in connection with the condition of the Polish serfs* 

Ich leugne es nicht? jdass ich die B&ume der Flur raehr liebe 
als Stamrabfiume, dass ich das Menschenrecht mehr achte als 
das kanonische Recht, und dass ich die Gebote der Vernunft 
hohgr sch&tze als die Abstraktionen korssichtiger HLstorikerj 

The kurzsichtige Hlstoriker- he here refers to are the members of the 

so-called historical school of jurisprudence led by the famous jurist 

Savigny, then professor at Berlin. This school endeavored to set Roman 

and German law on a basis of precedent, and it furthered the study of 

the development of law in its historical context. Its views were espoused 



by the reactionaries and opposed by the liberals, who advocated ’rational 

law* based on the natural rights of manj-*- What ELster says about the 

Heine of a somewhat later date can therefore also be substantiated here. 

Heine had little sense of history and that which had evolved histori¬ 

cally! it wade no difference to him if various institutions were be¬ 

lieved by some to be the deepest expression of the German people* He 

asks whether they are rational and just and as worthy of retaining*^ He 

refers to existing institutions starting in 1822 as "verj&hrtes Unreeht", 

i.e., as being no more right for having been firmly ensconced for cen¬ 

turies* 

■There existed an Important and fundamental dualism in Heine’s per- 

v sonality, a dualism between the romantic poet and the rationalistic 

social thinker which he never fully resolved • The romantic poet of 

the Harzreiae satirizes Kantian rationalism in the | person of the deceased 

Dr* Saul Ascher, who was always uttering his mottoj ‘Die Vernunft ist 

das hSchste Prinzipl’ (III, 39), and who appears as a ghost before the 

poet in a dream only to disprove his own existence through reason 

(Illj ill f.)* Heine*s poetic temperament resisted such schematic phil¬ 

osophies because he considered them hard* prosaic, and utterly lacking in 
■. : ■ . . ■, ... 4- '■[.. . ^ ■■ 

anything aesthetic* "In seinem Streben nach dem Positiven", he writes of 

Dr* Ascher, "hatte der arrae Mann sich alles Herrliche aus dem Leben 

herausphilosophiert, alle Sonnenstrahlen, alien Glauben und alle ELumeh| 

und es blieb ihm nichts dbrig, als das Icalte, positive Grab*" (III, 1*0)* 

The liberal political and social thinker, however, proceeded from a ra- 

tionalistic point of departure for the rest of Ms life* 

Heine’s social liberalism is to be seen within the framework of his 

liberal political thinking* An enthusiast for the ideas of the French 



Revolution, ideas which German Idealism had confirmed on a philosophi¬ 

cal level (Marcuse, p* 3), he had an eye for their social-economic as 

well as their political implications* He is critical and indignant over 

the unequal distribution of wealth and income ap well as the lack of 

civil freedom prevailing at the time under the old semi-feudal institu¬ 

tions upheld in Europe under the Metternichian system* During the summer 

vacation in 1822, he visited Poland as the guest of his fridnd Count 

Eugen von Breza and wrote his impressions of that country in his letters 

and in an article entitled HUber Polen", which was published in the Ber- 
i 

lin magazine Gesellschaf ter in January of 1823* He writes from Poland 

concerning the Polish serfs and Jews# 

Das Land ist abscheulichj einen melancholischen Anblick gew&hren 
die polnischen Ddrfer, wo der Mensch wie das Vieh lebt* Ja, 
llebster Doktrindr, mir wurde gar wehmiithig zu Muthe, als ich 
jene Resultate einer ausgebildeten Aristokratie, der elende 
Zustand der polnischen Bauern, betrachtete# Dass es in unsern 
geliebten Deutschland nie zu einem flhnllchen Zustand, zu einem 
Rtickfall in*s Mittelalter kommen wird, daftir bdrgen mir die 
vielen KSmpfer fiir Recht and Wahrheit, deren eiserne Stimmen 
noch dberall erschallen, daftlr bilrgen mir Mfinner wie der 
Bokfcrinilr von der rothen Erde, der, ein strenger GotteswSrtel im 
grossen Hatursaal, Jedem seinen rechtmdssigen Platz anweist, den 

/ mrmartig zertretenen Mauschel auf die Menschenbank hinauf hilft, 
und den lachendsn Ztinftler von seinem mit weichen Privilegien 

■ gepolsterten Faulsitz herunter peitscht*' 

Of course conditions in Germany, as Heine states, were not as bad, but 

Germany was at the time far from being a modem bourgeois state* It is 

clear from the letter where Heine places the blame* 

After speculating about the pros and cons of the emancipation of 

the serfs in the article wUber Polen”, Heine comes to the conclusion 

that the best way to bring it about is by degrees and from above# 

Ausserdem ist der Einfluss franzdsischer Lehren, die in Polen 
leichter als irgendwo Eingang finden, von uriberecheribarer 
Wirkung filr den Zustand der Bauern* Sie sehen, dass es mit 
letzteren nicht mehr so schlimm steht, und dass ein allmdhliches 



SelbstHMigerwerden deraelben uohl zu hoffen ist. Auch die 
preussiache Regierung scheint dies dureh zueckmSsaiga Einrich- 
tungen nach and nach su erzielen, M8ge diese begfitigende 
AllmShliehkeit gedeihen; oie ist gewisser, zeitlich nfitzlicher 
als die zerstbrungasiichtige Plfttzlichkeit. (711,192) 

However, this moderate position may well have been taken because of the 

censors, for the next sentence reads* nAber auch das Plfitzliche ist 

zuweilen gut, wie aehr man dagegen eifere^", (VII, 192), and there fol¬ 

lows a line of dashes denoting a censored passage. 

Along with this rational social criticism Heine had a genuinely 

humane consciousness of a. sympathy for social suffering. In a letter 

to his future brother-in-law, Moritz Bnbden, after disagreeing with the 

quietistic politics the latter seems to have expressed in a letter to 

Heine, he goes on to express some of his own ideas as follows* 

...ausserdem fflhle ich mich ein bischen seltsam gestimmt, 
wenn ich zuf&llig in der Zeitung lese, dass auf den Strassen 
Londons einige Menschen erfroren und auf den Strassen Neapels 
einige Menschen verhungert sind.® 

It was only natural that a rationalistic, free-thinking social 

thinker should take up the case of knowledge and reason over and against 

that of faith and religion, especially as manifested in medieval Catholi¬ 

cism, and this is the case even though Heine the poet appreciated the 

aesthetic heritage it had supplied him. He writes about the medieval 

church in the third part of the Ilordsee (1826) * 

Es ISsst sich nicht leugnen, dass viel ruhiges Glfick dadurch 
Cthrough the existence of the unifying church in the middle 
ages) gegrQndet ward und das Leben warm-inniger blfihte und die 
Kiinste, wie still hervorgewacha ene Blumen, jene Herrlichkeit 
entfalteten, die wir noch jetzt anstaunen und mit all unserem 
hastlgen Wissen nicht nachahmen kflnnen. Aber der Geist hat seine 
ewigen Rechte, er ISsst sich nicht eindSmmen duroh Satzungen und 
nicht einlullen durch GlockengelSutej er zerbrach seinen Kerker 
und zerriss das eiseme GSngelband, woran ihn die tfutterkircha 
leitete, und er jagte 1m Befreiungstaumel fiber die ganze Erde, 
erstieg die hSchsten Gipfel der Berge, jauchzte vor Bbermut, 
gedachte wieder uralter Zwelfel, grfibalto fiber die Wunier des 
Tages und zShite die Sterne der Naoht. Wir kennen noch nicht 



die ZaKL der Sterne, die Wunder des Tages haben wir noch 
nicht entrfltselt, die alien Zweifel sind mflchtig geworden in 
unserer Seele—— ist jetzt mehr GUlck darin als ehemals? Wir 
wissen, dass diese Frage, wenn sie den grossen Haufen betrifft, 
nicht leicht bejaht werden lcannj aber wir wissen auch, dass 
ein Gliiclc, das wir der Lilge verdanken, kein wahres Glttck ist, 
and dass wir, in den einzelnen zerrissenen Momenten eines 
gottgleicheren Zustandes, einer hSheren Geisteswflrde, mehr 
Glttek empfinden kSnnen, als in den lang hinvegetierten Jahren 
eines dumpfen Kdhlerglaubens• 
Auf jeden Fall war jene Kirehenherrschaft eine unterjochung 

schlimmster Art. (Ill, 92 f.) 

In Ideen. Das Bach Le Grand (1827), Heine writes about his child¬ 

hood and youth in Dttsseldorf and gives his impressions of Napoleon and 

the French occupation during the period of the Confederation of the 

Rhine. In these chapters dealing with Napoleon, the French troops, and 

the return of French prisoners from Russia years later, he shows him¬ 

self to be a great enthusiast for Napoleon, who for Heine represented 

the ideas of the French Revolution,9 the slogans "Liberty, Equality, 

and Fraternity". The social-economic consequences, however, are hardly 

mentioned, but we may assume that they are certainly implied, The un¬ 

equal distribution of income under the reaction is again mentioned in a 

protracted simile in which the world is compared to a theater in which 

the human race are the actors and God and the angels are the spectators* 

-Und im Himmel oben, im ersten Range, sitzen unterdessen die 
lieben Engelein und lorgnieren uns KomSdianten hier unten, und 
der liebe Gott sitzt emsthaft in seiner grossen Loge und 
langweilt sich vieHeicht Oder rechnet nach, dass dieses Theater 
sich nicht lange mehr halten kann, well der eine zu viel Gage 
und der andre zu wenig bekommt und alle viel zu schlecht 
spielen, (III, 167) 

This passage is, of course, a prediction of the fall of the Holy Alliance 

and an expression of the belief that long-standing economic hardships 

cause revolutionary disturbances. 

To recapitulate, the Heine of the years up through the writing of 

Buch Le Grand in 1827 already had that element of criticism of the 



existing order of society requisite for a social thinker* but there is 

as yet no system suggested to replace it other than one, mostly politi¬ 

cal, of bourgeois equality, liberty, and fraternity. Was Heine a 

revolutionary during these years? He writes to Moritz Erabden in the 

letter quoted above (p. 6) that he is not one because he believes that 

the Jews would suffer too heavily from the anti-semitism which he thought 

would accompany any revolutionary disorders (I, 6l.)» His published 

works could also hardly be said to be of a demagogical nature, and his 

letters of this period do not show any revolutionary sentiments or 

activity. He definitely tries, however, in the still relatively scarce 

liberal passages in his works, to awaken the educated middle classes in 

Germany from their complacency under the old regime. He writes to 

Varnhagen von Ense about the publication of the second volume of the 

Relsebilder (inel. Nordsee III and Buch Le Grand) in May of 1827* 

Ich kenne meine Deutschen. Sie warden erschrecken, flberlegen 
und nichts tun* Ich zweifle sogar, dass das Buch verboten 
wird.v Es war aber nothwendig, dass es geschrieben wurde* In 
dieser seichten, servilen Zeit musste etwas geschehen. (I, 3U) 

But Heine the romantic poet, however, still strongly eclipses Heine the 

rationalistic liberal, and the few passages of political and social 

importance are widely scattered among the brilliant but politically 

innocuous poetic passages of the prose works, and do not appear at all 

in the lyrics* 



II 

Fearing for his personal safety with the German authorities 

because of the Bonapartist sentiments of the second volume of the 

Reisebilder (incl* Ideen. Das Buch Be Grand), Heine sailed from Hamburg 

for England on the day the book came out in the middle of April, 1827* 

He stayed in London eight weeks, then spent two weeks at the seaside 

resort Ramsgate, and left England on August 8# He gives his impres¬ 

sions of his stay there, in the usual digressing, subjective manner of 

the Reisebilder, in a series of articles written in Munich in 1828 for 

various Cotta publications and in his capacity as co-editor of Cotta’s 

Neue allgemeine politische Annalen* These articles were collected 

under the title of Englische Fragmente and published in book form along 

with Die Stadt Lucca under the title of Nachtrffge zu den Reiseblldera 

in January of 1831*^ 

It would appear that Heine’s stay in England would be of great 

importance in the development of his social-economic thought, since 

England marked his first contact with a modern industrial state with all 

its social problems, but that was far from being the case* The actual 

factory towns were in the North and West of England, London being pri¬ 

marily a center of commerce and miscellaneous manufactures which relied 

mostly on the domestic rather than the factory system of production,^ 

and Ramsgate is situated on the southeast coast, so that Heine was not 

obliged to travel through industrial regions to get to it from London* 

His reaction to London was also that of a poet rather than that of a 

social thinker; he writes* 

Schickt einen Philosophen nach London, beileibe keinen 
Poeten* Schickt einen Philosophen hin und stellt ihn an eine 



Ecke von Cheapside, er wird hier mehr lemen als aus alien 
Bilchem der letzten Leipaiger Messej.., 
Aber schickt keinen Poeten nach London | Dieser bare Ernst 

aller Dinge, diese kolossale EinfSrmigkeit, diese maschinenhafte 
Bewegung, diese Verdriesslichkeit der Freude selbst, diese 
ilbertriebene London erdrttckt die Phantasie und aerreisst das 
Hera* (in, 1*38) ' ‘ 

He notes, however, the tremendous contrast between riches and 

poverty in London* 

Bberall starrt Reichtum und Vornehmheit, und hineingedrSngt 
in abgelegene Gfisschen und dunkle, feuchte Gdnge wohnt die 
Arrant in ihren Lumpen und ihren Trflnen, (III, 1*1*1) 

and he has a great deal of sympathy for the London poor and a feeling 

of the injustice of their position* "Arme Armutl wie peinigend muss 

dein Hunger sein dort, wo andre im hdhnenden Bberflusse schwelgen |" 

(III, 1*1*2), This poverty is contrasted with the wealth of the rich 

merchants, but especially of the nobility, of which he writes* "Ohne 

Sorgen und ohne Schranken schweben sie dahin, und ihr Gold ist ein 

Talisman, der ihre tollsten Wfinsche in Erfitllung zaubert," (HI, 1*1*2) 

It must be remembered that the industrial middle classes did not 

gain political ascendency in England until the Reform Bill of 1832 was 

passed, and that England was actually an "aristocratic oligarchy" before 

that date,^ in spite of the parliamentary government she enjoyed. It is 

therefore not surprising that Heine considered England a somewhat re¬ 

actionary state beset by the same dominance of the nobility and clergy 

as the countries on the continent, but possessed of an admirably high 

degree of civil freedom in the fom of guarantees against inordinate 

government action on a citizen’s person and property (HI, 1*33-1*31*)• 

This conception of England is shown in a long translated quotation from 

William Cobbett’s Weekly Political Register which receives Heine’s 

stamp of approval (HI, 1*71) and which starts with the statements 
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”1) Diese Regierung Oder vielmehr diese Aristokratie und Kirche.,.." 

(Ill, h6k)* 

Regarding England as he did, Heine the liberal was in favor of 

the parliamentary reform movement which was to put an end to the 

political dominance of the nobility which he so disliked. He writes 

after explaining the shortcomings of the existing system to his German 

readers* 

Nun freilich, diese [parliamentary reform) betraohtet man 
nieht als Zweck, sondern als Mittel* Man hofft, dass das 
Volk dadurch auch eine bessere Vertretung seiner Interessen, 
Abschaffung aristokratischer Missbrduche und Hfllfe in seiner 
Not gewinnen wflrde, Es ldsst sich denken, dass die Parla- 
mentsreform, diese gerechte, billige Anfor derung, auch unter 
den gemSssigten Menschen, die nichts weniger als Jakobiner 
sind, ihre Verfechter findet, und wenn man solche Leute 
reformers nennt, betont man dieses Wort gana anders, und 
Himmelweit ist es alsdann unterschieden von dem Worte radical, 
auf dem ein ganz anderer Ton gelegt wird, wenn man z*B* von 
Hunt oder Cobbett, kurz von jenen heftigen, fletschenden 
Revolutiondren spricht, die nach Parlamentsreform schreien, 
urn dm tftnstura aller Formen, den Sieg der Habsucht und vdllige 
Pflbelherrschaft herbeiauftthren, (HI, k7%) 

Thus we see that Heine favored the more moderate reformers on the middle- 

class level over the champions of the proletariat, Leigh Hunt and 

William Cobbett* Elsewhere in the Englische Fragments he says of Cobbetts 

"Alter Cobbett I Hund von England 1 ich liebe dich nicht, derm fatal 

ist mir jede gemeine Naturj (HI, 1*71) 

Hence Heine had an understanding for those problems of British 

public life which pertained to the conflict between the ever-rising 

middle classes and the old landed aristocracy in the former's bid for 

political ascendency. He seems, however, not to have comprehended the 

full importance of the fact that the industrial revolution which had 

created the industrial bourgeoisie had also created a landless, property¬ 

less industrial proletariat, and that the existence of these two classes 



posed social and political problems quite apart from the struggle between 

the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy* When those problems forced them¬ 

selves upon him, as with Cobbett and Hunt, he took the part of the middle 

rather than of the lower classes# 
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HI 

Starting in the middle of 1828, Heine began to devote more and 

more of his attention to the subject of religion, especially state 

religion, and the religious, or rather the anti-religious element in 

his thought was to remain an important one in connection with his 

social-economic ideas for the next twenty years. Although religion 

is, strictly considered, beyond the pale of social philosophy, it is 

nevertheless basic to it in that one's more comprehensive religio- 

philosophical Weltanschauung forms the necessary foundation upon which 

all social philosophies are built, and even pure economists must pro¬ 

ceed from the tacit assumption that a maximum consumption of goods and 

services is good, or at least the desirable goal of all economic activ¬ 

ity* For a social-economic philosopher the problem is all the more 

essential since he must first determine what is good, or desirable, 

according to his concept of God and man in order to further the attain¬ 

ment of his goal through an analysis of the existing state of society 

and the economy and his proposals for its improvement, and even though 

the religio-philosophical point of view may not be implicitly stated, 

it is none the less implied in what is considered desirable. 

Realizing that religion ms the heart of his problem, and consider¬ 

ing the existing state churches to be detrimental to any improvement of 

existing political conditions in Germany, Heine set about to attack 

those churches in what he considered their other-worldism. He writes 

in Die Stadt Luccat "Ein Indifferentismus in religiSsen Dingen wire 

vielleicht allein im stands, uns zu retten, und durch Schwflcherwerden 

im Glauben kdnnte Deutschland politisch erstarken.” (HI, iil8). He 



writes to Varnhagen about the same work in November of 1830* 

Wenn mein Buch dazu beytr&gt, in Deutschland, wo man 

stockreligids ist, die Gefiihle in Religionsmaterien zu 
emancipiren, so will ich mich freuen, und das Leid, das mir 
durch das Geschrey der Frommen bevorsteht, gern ertragen. 

(I, k6$) 

Thus the Marxian theme of religion as the opium of the people was 

already* present in Heine's thought during the late eighteen-twenties 

and early* eighteen-thirties, and he was to be working out numerous 

variations on it for the rest of his career as a social and political 

thinker. 

This increased emphasis in his attack on state religion as com¬ 

bined with the aristocracy probably came as a result of Heine's stay 

in Munich, which he later called the headquarters of Catholic propa¬ 

ganda^ Several months after leaving Munich he writes to Moses Moser 

from Italy* "Meine Liebe fttr Menschengleiehheit, mein Hass gegen 

Clerus war nie starker wie jetzt,,.,*"2 In the early chapters of the 

Reise von Mflnchen nach Genua which were published in December of 1828 

in the Morgeriblatt,^ there is a criticism of what Heine considered 

the hypocrisy of the two united enemies of the cause of liberalism, 

the Jesuits and noblemen (III, 232-233), and in a later chapter written 

in early 1829 and published in the same magazine in December,^ he pre¬ 

dicts the downfall of Catholicism and also apparently of state Chris¬ 

tianity as a whole (IH, 281-282), In a letter to Moser from Potsdam 

in June of 1829 he refers to his "diesj&hriger Feldzug gegen Pfaffen 

und Aristokraten", meaning Die B&der von Lucca, which he was then 

writing,^ He writes to Varnhagen about the attack on Platen which the 

work contained* "Man merkt nicht, dass ich in ihm (platen) nur den 

Reprfisentanten seiner Partey geztichtigt, den frechen Freudenjungen der 



Aristokraten und Pfaffen habe ich nicht bloss auf dsthetischem Boden 

angreifen wollen, »*»• In Die Stadt Lucca, however, which was written 

in late 1830, and the last article of the Englische Fragmente, which 

was the only one not previously published in various Cotta periodicals 

in 1828, the problem of state religion is discussed with such thorough¬ 

ness as to eclipse the more incidental passages in the Reisebilder III, 

and they will therefore be dealt with almost exclusively, 

To gain an understanding of Me Stadt Lucca and the last article 

of the Englische Fragmente it is necessary to delve somewhat into their 

geneses* Both the Englische Fragmente and Die Stadt Lucca were first 

published in book form in early January of 1831 entitled Nachtrflge zu 

den Reisebildern.^ Heine writes to Vamhagen in November of 1830* 

v Nichts desto weniger, gestfirt von alien Seiten, unternehme 
ich es, ein zeitbefSrderndes Biichlein, aus schon alten 

Materialen, auf die Beine zu bringenj ich betitelte es 
"Nachtr&ge zu den Reisebildern", ich hab* es schon seit lU 

Tage nach Leipzig, wo es nemlieh gedruckt wird ftir Hoffmann 

& Campe, geschiokt und denke, dass Sie es in 3 Wochen sehen, 

Sie warden sich nicht t&usehen lassen durch meine politische 
Vorrede und Nachrede, worin ich glauben mache, dass das Buch 

ganz von frttherem Datum sey* In der erstcn HSlfte sind etwa 
drey Bogen schon alt, in der zweyten HSlfte ist nur der 

Schlussaufsatz neu# (I, k&k) 

The first half which Heine here mentions is Die Stadt Lucca, arid the 

second half is the Englische Fragmente, for that is the order in which 

they appear in the works* The Schlussaufsatz to the latter is Article XI 

entitled MDie Befreiung”, and not-the ’'Schlusswort1* containing the 

brilliant Kunz von dear Rosen episodej which Heine added ten days later0 

to give the book a length of over twenty proof sheets so that it would 

not have to procure the censor *s stamp of approval before publication*^ 

That a book was allowed to be published, however, was by no means an 

assurance that it would not be forbidden after publication^*® and the 



author arrested and brought to trial, as indeed Gutzkow was later 

11 
because of the irreligious tendencies in his novel Wally, 

It was for this reason that Heine gave to believe in the ,,politicalM 

foreword to the Nachtrdge zu den Reisebildern that Die Stadt Lucca is 

a continuation of the B&der von Lucca, and that it was written at the 

same time (182?) (Ill, 375), and in the "SpStere Nachschrift" to Die 

Stadt Lucca dated November, 1830, he writes that he did not soften 

some of his more offensive expressions out of respect for the old and 

yellowed manuscript (HI, U28-U29), all of which, he tells Vamhagen, 

was not the case at all* 

The characters in Die Stadt Lucca are also carried over from the 

BAder von Lucca, In the later work Heine describes his supposed ex¬ 

periences in going to various churches in Lucca with Mathllde, the 

free-thinking, sceptical, and irreligious Englishwoman, and Franscheska, 

an exceedingly religious Italian woman, so that much of the work takes 

the form of a lively dialogue between Mathilde, Heine, and occasionally 

Franscheska in which Mathilde is at one extreme, Franscheska at the 

other, with Heine vascillating in between. As Elster points out, this 

device enlivens the work and makes it highly readable,^ but it seems 

also to be a means Heine used to keep the book from being banned and 

legal measures taken. Mathilde *s opinions as they develop in the course 

of the conversations are always the most radical, and the narrator Heine 

is constantly interrupting in order to contradict her, so that her ideas 

would appear not to have his endorsement* Since Heine seeks to give the 

impression by the foreword and afterword that his characters are real 

persons which he met in Italy, it is very easy to forget, as he would 

indeed have us do, that he is the one who has put the words into his 

character’s mouth, and that many of the opinions Mathilde expresses are 



actually his own* 

The prevailing theme of Die Stadt Lucca is Heine’s attack oh, 

priestdom, an institution which had its origins for the Western world 

in Egypt and which the ancient Hebrews brought with them during the 

Exodus: 

Da kara aber ein folk aus ilgypten, dem Vaterland der Krokodile r 

und des Priestertums, und ausser den Hautkrankheiten und 
gestoWLenen Gold# und Silbergeschirren brachte es auch eine 
sogenannte positive Religion mit, eine sogenannte Kirche, ein 
Gerftste von Dogrnen, an die man glauben, und heiliger Zeremonien, 
die man feiem musste,, ein Vorbild der spftteren Staatsreligionen* 
(in,iil6) 

These sacerdotal institutions were carried over to the early Roman church 

and have since been deceiving mankind for two thousand years (ill, k9k) 

through the instrumentality of the priests, the "geistliche Kaufleute1’ 

(III, 388) who earn their livelihoods peddling their ngotische Liige" 

(III, 318). 

For Heine the Gothic lie is the abnegation of the flesh, of this 

world, which he embodies in a vivid picture in Chapter VI, which starts 

with a quotation from the Iliad depicting the feasting and merry-making 

of the gods on Olympus and continues : 

Da pldtzlich keuchte heran ein bleicher, bluttriefender 
Jude, mit einer Dornenkrone auf dem Haupte trad mit einem 
grossen Holzkreuz auf der Schulterj und er warf das Kreuz auf 
den hohen Gdttertisch, dass die goldnen Pokale sitterten und 
die GQtter verstummten und erblichen und irnraer bleicher wurden, 
bis sie endlich ganz in Hebei zerrannen. 

Him gab’s eine traurige Zeit, und die Welt wurde grau und 
dunkel. Es gab keine glttcklichen GStter mehr, •••• Die Religion 
gewSthrte keine Freude mehr, sondern Trostji*** (III, 39k f*) 

The result of this gloomy view of life, says Heine, is that life became 

a sickness, and the world a hospital in which death is the only doctor 

(III, 393) • 

I'Jhen applied to celibacy and chastity the Gothic lie results in 



hypocrisy because its ideal is unattainable. This was an especially 

favorite idea of Heine’s, an idea to which he was later to apply the 

terms Hellener and Nazarener ^ and which first appears in the Bgder 

von Lucca# where he writes in a context of erotic boasting* 

Und ieh habe es weit gebracht in dieser Welti Des seid 
mir Zeugen, toscanische Mchte, du hellblauer Himmel mit 
grosses, silbemen Stemen, ihr wilden Lorbeerbttsche und 
himmlischen Myrten, und ihr, o Nymphen des Apennins, die ihr >/, 
mit brfiutlichen Tflnzen uns umschwebet und euch zurttckbrflumtet 
in jene besseren Gdfcterzeiten, wo es noch koine gotische 
Liige gab, die riur blinds, tappende Geniisse 'im verborgenen 
erlaubt und jedem freien Gefdhl ihr heuchlerisches Feigeribl&ttchen 
vorklebt, (Ill, 318) 

In Heine *s criticism of state religion state Protestantism comes 

of f little better than state Catholicism, The free-thinking rationalist 

considered Catholicism imbued with obscurantist tendencies, whereas he 

admired what he thought to be the questioning, rational attitude of 

Lutheranism (ill, 398), But he saw the same irrational tendencies in 

the orthodox school of theology represented by the Evangelische 

Kirchenz eitungfo and in a letter to Yarahagen he expresses his disapproval 

of Zinzehdorf and the pietism from which his sect sprang, seemingly 

because he saw in the Pietists and Moravians the same obscurantist ten¬ 

dencies,^ 

It seems highly probable that the sensualistic element in Die Stadt 

Lucca ewes its inspiration to the ideas of the Saint-Simonians, Friedrich 

Birth says that Heine became acquainted with the ideas of the French cult 

at Rahel Varahagen’s while he was in Berlin , in early 1829*^ Although 

he had been reading Le Globe in the spring of 1829,^ that paper was at 

the time the organ of the opposition against Charles X, and it did not 

become that of the Saint-Simonians until November of 1830, Thus it 

can only be conjectured that Heine was probably reading various articles 



of Saint-Simonian literature when he was writing Die Stadt Lucca and 

that some of their doctrines may have given him the stimulus for his 

own somewhat sensualistic ideas* 

Heine's attack on state religion is directed mainly at the hierarchy 

of both state Catholicism and state Protestantism, which, he maintains, 

does not actually believe what it preaches as much as its lay following 

(III, 1*20). By contrast he has a deep sympathy for the lower clergy* 

*Gegen den Mann will ich nicht sehreiben*, Heine says to himself as he 

sees a poor but zealous and sincere Italian monk who walked to the remote 

villages in the Apennines to minister to the people (ill, 386). The 

hierarchal system of state Christianity is also contrasted with Christ 

himself, in whom Heine sees none of the asceticism of interpreted 

Christianity. In describing a fresco in an Italian church depicting 

the marriage at Cana he pictures Jesus as genially mixing in with the 

company, as one n*,.der sich heiter miseht in die Reihen der Heiteren 

und die Gesellschaft mit Wundern regaiiert,***n (HI, 1*00)* Of another 

fresco portraying the story of the anointing of the feet of Jesus he 

writes* 

Christus sitzt da, im Kreise seiner Jilnger, ein schdner, 
geisfcreicher Gott, menschlich wehm&tig fiihlt er eine schaurige 
PietSt gegen seinen eignen Leib, der bald so viel dulden wird. 
(Ill, 1*01) 

This conception of Christ is not inconsistent with the "bleicher, 

bluttriefender Jude” who is contrasted with the Greek gods (see ; 

iabove»p«17), for in that episode Christ is described as depicted on 

crucifixes and by medieval artists, whereas here He is described as 

Heine believed that the Bible itself shows Him to be* 

Heine's polemic ceases to be concealed, however, when he launches 



out against what he considered the confederation between the nobility, 

the then-existing absolutist states in Germany, and the Protestant 

and Catholic hierarchy, the two privileged casts* In return for its 

privileged position as the official state church, the clergy was obli¬ 

gated to represent the interests of the state (IH, l£8), and just as 

the clergy does not believe what it preaches as much as the laity, so 

does the nobility actually not believe in the essence of royalty as 

much as the people, even though they publicly extol absolutism (IH, 1*20) 

Since the old, eighteenth-century system of despotism had been threatened 

by the French Revolution and again, so it would seem, by the July Revo¬ 

lution of 1830, the Pfaffen and the aristocrats had been banding together 

and intriguing against the threatening new order (III, U21). Their 

preaching of martyrdom was their means of ensuring the continuing exis¬ 

tence of an order of society in which they have a vested interest* 

Das We sen des Martyr turns, alles Irdische aufzuopfem fiir 
den himmlischen Spass, ist noch immer dasselbej aber es hat 
viel verloren von seiner innern Glaubensfreudigkeit, es wurde 
mehr ein resignierendes Ausdauern, *.. ein lebenslfingliches 
Sterben, *.. • (HI, 1*21) 

He compares hierarchy and nobility, church and state, to Don 

Quixote and the people to Sancho Panza* 

Denn die grosse Volksmasse mitsamt den Philosophen ist,'^ 
obne es zu wissen, nichts anders als ein kolossaler Sancho 
Pansa, der, trotz all seiner ntlchternen Prtigelscheu und 
hausbackner Verst&ndigkeit, dem wahnsinnigen Ritter in alien 
seinen gefflhrlichen Abenteuern folgt, gelockt von der 
versprochenen Belohnung, an die er glaubt, weil er sie 
wlinscht, mehr aber noch getrieben von der mystischen Gewalt, 
die der Enthusiasraus immer austtbt auf den grossen Haufen— 

: *... (Ill, 1*22) 

That Christ has been interpreted as a suffering God was for Heine, 

along with the versprochener Belohnung and mystischer Gewalt, an ex¬ 

planation of the success of interpreted religion, for he writes of that 



element in Christianity;* 

War sie Christianity/ vielleicht nbtig ffir die erkrankte ■ / 
: . und zertretene Menscaheit? Wer seinen Gott leiden sieftt^ ‘ ' : 

trEgt leichter die eijgneaSobmerzeh#,###3 Urn so ganz von 
ganzem Herzen geliebt zu verdeiv—muss man leidend sein 
• •• i Von alien GQttera, die Jemals gelebt haben,iat daher 
Christus derjenige Gott, der am moisten geliebt wordan* 
(in*^395) ■; =■--;■> ■ ;1-,' - ? 

Hereihe problem of human suffering is dealt with only aummarilyjbrit 

Heineseems to suggest that much of it is the result of oppression 

(zertretene Menaohheit) # bat there is otherwise no explanation as to 

cause and effect# Heine later develops the idea further (see below^ 

P* 34)*' : v ■;■ 

:: ■ < . ■■ "■■■•■ ■■

: ' :'-'r 

Both the servile and disunited state of Germany are blamed on * 

the existence of state religion, which, in its Rrotestant and Catholic 

forms causes not only political servitude hit bickering and distrust} 

he Writes* ttGSba es keine solche Staatsreligion, koine Bevorrechtung 

eines Dogmas uni eines Kultus, so wire Deutschland einlg und stark, 

und seino S8hne wSren herrlioh usd frei*n (III, 418). 

Unlike the Romanticists, Heine did not look took to the CM, 

pre-reformation era of the Holy Honan Empire for a solution to the 

problem of German national and religious disunity, but he recommended 

the abolition of state religion—end hence the separation of church 

and state—, religious tolerance, and even religious indifference 

(see p» 13)# For government he definitely recommends a constitutional 

monarchy in which there would be no arlstooratio prlvil^es, and heTe his 

ruse concerning the date of his manuscript clearly shews through, for it 

is easy to See the July Revolution and the ^suing July Monarchy with 

its citizen king when he writes! , : ^ ^ . 

• die befreiten Eftaige F^ei sein wie andre 
Menachen, uni fret timber ihnen uandeln, und frei fflhlen und 



frel heuraten and frei ihre Meinung bekennen, und das ist 

die Emanzipation der Kdnige. 

Was bleibt aber den Aristokraten iibrig, wenn sie der 

gekrSnten Mittel ihrer Subsistenz beraubt werden, wenn die 

Kdnige ein Eigentum des Volks sind and ein ehrliches and 
sicheres Regiment ftthren darch den Willen des Volks, der 

aUeinigen Quelle aller Macht? Was werden die Pfaffen beginnen, 
wenn die KSnige einsehen, das ein bisachen Salbfll keinen 

menschlichen Kopf guHlotinenf est machen kann, ebenso wie das 

Volk tfiglich mehr und mehr einsieht, dass man' von Oblaten 

nicht satt wird? (HI, 1*20 f.) 

That the Heine of this period looked to the July Monarchy as an 

example to be followed in Germany is clear from the following passage 

from the Kuna von der Rosen episode at the end of Reisebilder IV* 

In this passage, which belongs to one of the most brilliant which he 

ever wrote, Heine takes for his metaphor a story from the life of the 

Emperor Karl V and his coart fool, Kunz von der Rosen and compares 

the German people to the former and himself to the latter* 

Derm da, mein Volk, bist der wahre Kaiser, der wahre Herr der 
Lande—dein Wille ist souverSn and viel legitimer als jenes 

purpume Tel est notre plaisir, das sich auf ein jenes g6ttlich.es 

Recht beruft, ohne aHe andre GewUhr als Salbadereien geschoreher 

GaukLer—-dein Wille, mein Volk, 1st die alleiaig reehteiissige 

Quelle aller Macht, wenn du auch in Fesseln daniederliegst, 
so siegt doch am Ends dein gutes Recht, es naht der Tag der 

Befreiung, eine neae Zeit beginnt—mein Kaiser, die Nacht ist 
vorilber, and draussen gltlht das Morgenrot* 

“Kunz von der Rosen, mein Harr, du irrst dich, ein blankes 
Beil Mltst du vielleicht fttr eine Sonne, and das Morgenrot 

ist nichts als Blut*H 

"Hein, mein Kaiser, es ist die Sonne, obgleich sie im Western 

hervorsteigt—seit sechstausend Jahren sah man sie immer 

aufgehen im Osten, da wird es wohl Zeit, dass sie mal eine 
Verfindrung vornehrae in ihrem Lauf»M 

nKunz von der Rosen, mein Harr, du hast Ja die Schellen 

verloren von deiner roten Miltze, und sie hat ,1etzt so ein 

seltsames Ansehen, die rote Miltze *M (III, 5QU f*) 

From several allusions it is obvious that Heine is looking towards 

France. The sun's rising in the west instead of the east is a prediction 

of a new era emanating from the example set by France in the July Revo¬ 

lution and Monarchy^ the shining ax is an allusion to the guillotine$ 



Kuna * red foolscap which has lost its beUs is a Phrygian or liberty 

cap, here symbolizing the ideas of the French Revolution and the forces 

it had set in motion which had brought about the July Revolution, 

But if Heine looks to the July Monarchy as an example to be imitated, 

what does that mean in the abstract sense? The July Monarchy represented 

the legal as well as the actual ascendency of the bourgeoisie under a 

constitutional monarchy, of a bourgeoisie which had been subordinated 

to a military hierarchy under the Empire'and subjugated, with a few 

concessions and modifications, to the pre-revolutionary order" of society 

during the Restoration* Such a system had not come into being in 

Germany, which was still under the yoke of a tenacious feudal reaction, 

but it was for such a modem bourgeois state, with guarantees of human 

rights, that Heine was agitating for his native land* That he foresaw 

a better general economic well-being under such a society is clear 

from his statement that the people were beginning more and more to 

realise that communion wafers were not very nourishing (see above,' - 

p.22)* Hence the Heine of this period was a bourgeois thinker, a thinker 

belonging to the bourgeois epoch* 

But if Heine was such a thinker, he was so in the broader sense of 

the term, just as Adam Smith was a bourgeois thinker, but as with Smith, 

that is in no way a reflection upon the validity of his ideas. The 

epoch presented Heine with his problem, but his solution to it—as a 

political thinker at least—was rational, consistent, and transcendent 

of the narrower personal interests whioh economic historians maintain 

are the guiding forces in the formation of political opinions. Thus 

Heine might be called a rationalistic doctrinaire, and in line with this 

tendency he was of the firm conviction that the reforms needed to bring 



24 

about a modern bourgeois society should be consistently applied according 

to a basic principle. As a result he had an aversion for the utilitarian, 

evolutionary method of reform then being applied in England* 

Die Konzessionen, die dort 0Ln England] den Hberalen Ideen 
gemacht worden, sind dieser mittelalterlichen Starrheit nur 
mtihsam abgek&nft worden$ und nie aus einem Prinzip, sondern 
aus der fakbischen Notwendigkeit sind alls moderne Verbesserungen 
hervorgegangen, und sie tragen aide den Fluch der Halbheit, die 
immer neue Drangsal und neuen Todeskampf und dessen Gefahren 
ndtig macht, (IH, 1*97) 

By contrast he had more sympathy for the German peasant’s revolution 

and the Puritans in the English Civil War, sympathy, that is, for their 

method of thought rather than for their beliefs* 

Da wurden nicht raehr alte Pergamente, sondern Prinsipien 
vorgebracht; und der Bauer in Deutschland und der Puritaner in 
England beriefen sich auf das Evangelium, dessen Aussprttche 
damals an Vemunft Statt galten, ja ndch hfiher galten, n&nlich 
als eine geoffenbarte Vernunft Gottes, (IH, h9$ f*) 

Heine did not believe, however, that all social and political 

problems would be cleared away with the abolition of the state church 

and of feudal privileges. He writes to Moser in September of 1828 about 

the concentration of his attack on nobility and clergy in the Reisebilder III? 

,«*ich werde fast dadureh einseitig* —Aber eben um zu handeln, 
muss der Mensch einseitig seyn* Das deutsche Volk und Moser 
werden eben vegen ihrer Vielseitigkeit nie zum Handeln koramen* 

(I, 371): 

and the same note is again sounded even more clearly in a letter to 

Varnhagen in November of 1830 about the NachtrUge zu den Reisebildern* 

Das Buch ist vorsdtzlich so einseitig* Ich weiss sehr gut, 
dass die GiTuljcJ Revolution alle sozialen Interessen umfasst, 
und Adel und Kirche nicht ihre einzigen Feinde sind* Aber ich 
habe, zur Fasslichkeit, die letzteren als die einzig verbttndeten 
Feinde dargesteilt, damit sich der Ankampf consolidire. Ich 
selbst hasse die aristicratie bourgeoise weit mehr* (I, 1*61* f,) 

It is difficult to tell exactly what Heine means by the French term 

aristocratic bourgeoise, but by comparison with similar views expressed 



in Die Stadt Lucca he seems to have philistinism in mind. In the 

Harzreise (182J?) he had satirized philistinism from a romantic point 

of view and on aesthetic grounds* but in the later work the social- 

political aspects of the same viewpoint are denounced for their one¬ 

sided self-interest# The liberal doctrinaire found it deplorable that 

a. 
members of the bourgeois classes should act in suchAself-interested 

manner, especially when that self-interest corresponded with and supported 

the reactionary regime* 

Die Jugend 1st uneigenniitzig im Denken und Fllhlen* und denkt 
und filhlt deshalb die Wahrheit am tiefsten, und geizt nicht, 
wo es gilt eine kfihne Teilnahme an Bekenntnis und Tati Die 
Slteren Leute sind selbstsilchtig und fcleinsinnigj sie denken 
mehr an die Interessen ihrer Kapitalien als an die Interessen 
der Menschheitj sie lessen ihr Schifflein rahig fortschwimmen 
im Rinnstein des Lebens und ktimmem sichwenig um den Seemann, 
der auf hohem Meere gegen die Wellen kSmpftj oder sie erkriechen 
mit kiebriehier Beharrlichkelt die H8he des Burgermeistertums 
pder der RrSaidentschaft ihres KLubs und zucken die Achsel 
ttber die Heroeribilder, die der Sturm hinabwarf von der SRule 
des Ruhms, und dabei erzShlen sie vielleicht: dass sie selbst 
in ihrer Jugend ebenfalls mit dem Kopf gegen die Wand gerennt 
seien, dass sie sich nachher mit der Wand wieder versdhnt 
h&tten, denn die Wand sei das Absolute, das Gesetzte, das 
an und fttr sich Seiende, das, well es ist, auch vemflnftig 
ist* weshalb auch derjenige unvemlinftig ist* welcher einen 
allerhSchst vernUnftigen, festgesetzten Absolutismus nicht 
ertragen will* (III, h25 f*) 

The reference to the Hegelian axiom that what is real is reasonable and 

what is reasonable is real shows that Heine either misunderstood it 

or was directing his words against those conservatives who took it to 

be a philosophical justification of quietism* At any rate his attitude 

towards Hegel’s axiom again demonstrates his position in relation to 

German Idealism as one who was convinced of the validity of the power 

of reason in moulding society. 

Again the question asserts itself as to whether Heine was a revolu¬ 

tionary during the period under consideration, Unlike most of his English 
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and German contemporaries, he was not horrified by the mob violence and 

the reign of terror of the French Revolution to the extent that he 

turned against its ideas and results, but he regarded it as a revolt 

against ageold injustices, and compared the ancien regime to a deadly 

disease which demanded a drastic cure. 

Wie die Helden der Revolution, so hat man die Revolution 
selbst verleumdet und sie ale ein Ftirstenschrecknis und eine 
Volksscheuche dargestellt in Libellen aller Art* ••• Es ist 
freilich nicht zu leugnen, diese Maschine £the guillotine), 
die ein franzdsischer Arzt, ein grosser Weltorthopide, 
Monsieur Guillotin, erfunden hat, und womit man die dummen 
Kdpfe von den bflsen Herzen sehr leicht trennen kann, diese 
heilsame Maschine hat man etwas oft angewandt, aber doch nur 
bei unheilbaren Krankheiten, z* B* bei Verrat, Llige und 
SchwSche, -und man hat die Batienten nicht lariggequdltj nicht 
gefoltert und nicht gerddetft, wie einst tausende und aber , 
tausende Rotilrers und Vilians, Biirger und Bauern, gequSlt* 
gefoltert und gerddert wurden in der guten alien Zeit* (HI, U9?) 

He also claims — probably, to be sure, for his personal safety —- 

that his attack on the nobility and the state church was not necessarily 

revolutionary* 

Es gibt aber eine fromme Malektik, lieber Leser, die dir 
auf biindigste beweisen wird, dass ein Gegner des Kirchtums 
einer solchen Staatsreligion auch ein Feind der Religion und 
des Staates sei, ein Feind Gottes und des Kdnigs Oder, wie 
die gewShnliche Formel lautet* ein Feind des Throhs und des 
Altars# Ich aber sage dir, das ist eine Lttge, *«•* Ich hasse 
nicht den Thron, sondem nur das windige Adelgeziefer, das 
sich in die Ritzen der alten Throne eingenistet, •••• Ich 
hasse nicht den Altar, sondem ich hasse die Schlangen, die 
unter dem Gerfllle der alten Altdre lauem;***# (III, U17) 

But Heine’s protestations notwithstanding, the Machtrdge zu den Reisebildern 

were considered — and probably rightly so both revolutionary and 

irreligious,^ for although he did not attack the German states as such 

he denounced the form in which they manifested themselves and one of 

their most important institutions, the state church# 

But during these years Heine did not indulge in ary activities which 



wight be called revolutionary other than his writings, and it requires 

no extraordinary acumen to realize that the third and fourth parts 

of the Reisebilder were hardly intended for lower class consumption* 

Indeed, he was called a Salondemagoge in Berlin circles,and the 

Morgenblatt in which much of Reisebilder III was first published signifi¬ 

cantly bore the complete title of Morgenblatt fiir gebUdete St&nde*2^ 

Thus Heine*s activity in- trying,to awaken the educated middle classes 

to assert themselves and gain de jure political ascendency again becomes 

apparent* > A bourgeois revolution, not a social one, would not have been 

against his wishes*; It can definitely be said that he desired for the 

middle classes to so pressurize the German princes that they would grant 

thoroughgoing liberal constittitions|f 
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IV” 

Lured by the July Revolution and Monarchy from which he had taken 

so much encouragement, unable to obtain a position and strike roots 

in Germany, and fearing a new wave of reaction after the ruthless sup¬ 

pression of the Polish insurrection in early 1831, Heine left Hamburg 

in the spring of 1831 for Paris and arrived in the French capital on 

the twentieth of March, His arrival there marked the beginning of a 

very prolific period of great importance for the development of his 

thought which lasted until he was prevented from expressing himself 

on religious, political, or social topics by the Bundestag in December 

of 1835. 

Also important in causing Heine to settle in Paris was his interest 

in Saint-Simonism, As has been shown in the preceding chapter (see above, 

p.18), Heine had first come into contact with the doctrines of the Saint- 

Simonians in 1829, and they may have had some influence on the forma¬ 

tion of his ideas in Die Stadt Lucca, He had been reading a book pub¬ 

lished by the Saint-Simonians entitled Extrait de la Doctrine de St, 

Simon early in 1831, and he writes to Varnhagen in April of that year 

about Saint-Simonismt M*,#ich packe meinen Koffer und reise nach Paris, 

urn frisehe Luft zu schdpfen, ganz den heiligen Geffihlen meiner neuen 

Religion mieh hinzugeben, und vielleicht als Priester derselben die 

3 
letzten Weihen zu enpfangen." A week after arriving in Paris he at¬ 

tended a meeting of the sect,^ and he wrote to Cotta that he was at 

their meeting place when the police disbanded their meetings in January 

Of 1832 (II, 13), He soon became closely acquainted with the leaders 

of the group, Prosper Enfantin, Michel Chevalier, and Duveyrier, the 



poet of the movement, and through them with the Princess Christine 

ti 
Belgiojoso* When the Saint-Simonians retired to set up a colors at 

Enfantin’s house at Menilmontant in the spring of 1832, Heine did not 

join them, and hence it is to be assumed that he was not completely 

given over to the movement, or at least did not sanction their sacer¬ 

dotal extravagancies* In a conversation with Heine in 1839 Heinrich 

Laube reports that the poet ridiculed their occult excesses, and that 

he related how he had dissuaded his Mathilde from applying for the 

position of la Here*** He writes to Vamhagen in May, 1832* 

Dass sich die St* Simonisten aurttckgezogen, 1st vielleicht 
der Doktrin selbst sehr ntttzlichj sie kommt in kltlgere 
HHnde* Besonders der politdsche Theil, die Eigenthumslehre, 
wird besser verarbeitet warden* Was mich betrifft, ich 
interessiere mich eigentlich nur fiir die religidsen Ideen, 
•*•« (IX, 22) 

Heine’s ideas as they are expounded in Die Romantisehe Schule and 

Zur Geschichte der Religion und Philosophic in Deutschland undeniably 

show strong traces of Saint-Simonian influence which will be dealt with 

point by point when those works are explicated. It is necessarily 

beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss exhaustively all points as 

to whether they correspond with the ideas of Saint-Simon and the Saint- 

Simonians, for there was a wide divergence of opinion among the various 

members of the school, and their saner doctrines were almost inseparably 

intermingled with their fantastic sacerdotalism. 

Die Romantisehe Schule, which was primarily intended for the French 

public, was written in late 1832 and first published in the Paris review 

L’Burope litteraire in the spring of 1833. It also appeared in German 

in Paris in the same year. The work was published in its present form 

(minus censored passages) at the end of 1833 by Heine’s regular pub- 



lisher, Julius Cairroe in Hamburg.^ Zur Geschichte der Religion und Philo- 

sophie in Deutschland was first published in installments in the Revue 

des Deux Mondes entitled De l’Allemagne depuis Luther in I83U, and 
ft 

hence was also intended primarily for the French public.0 The German 

edition was incorporated into the second volume of Der Salon» which was 

published by Campe in early 1835, but it was so mutilated by the censors 

that Heine felt compelled publicly to deny the authorship,^ In the 

second edition of 1852 he undertook to fill in the gaps made by the cen¬ 

sor from the French edition since he had lost the German manuscript, 

and he succeeded in doing so in part. After Heine’s death, however, 

the original. German manuscript was found, and Elster has reconstructed 

the text according to it.^® 

Heither of these two works was a work of imaginative literature, 

but rather they were extended essays on certain subjects as seen from 

the author’s point of vie;;, and Heine handles his subject matter in an 

abstract and rather consistent manner. In Die Romantische Schale German 

Romanticism is criticised on the basis of its thought content and 

Tendenz according to Heine’s own measuring rod rather than being des* 

cribed historically, Zur Geschichte der Religion und Philosophie in 

Deutschland picks certain aspects of the subject rather than attempt* 

ing to give a complete resume of all German philosophical systems and 

religious orthodoxies. In both works the point of view, the religio* 

philosophical point of departure, is all-important since it determines 

both what Heine stands for and what he assails, and as it is essentially 

the same in both, the two works will be dealt with together . Although 

most of the elements of Heine’s Tendenz are already to be found in Die 

Stadt Lucca, they appear here in a more systematized form with the old 



ideas more developed and ■with several new ones worked out* 

In the first place, Heine is still the rationalist that, as has 

been shorn, he had been since the very beginnings of his liberal think-* 

ing* In Me Roaantische Schule this "enlightening", free-thinking point 

of view is not implicitly stated, for it is assumed that the reading 

public also espouses it, but the whole work is nevertheless undeniably 

slanted in that direction. There are many such statements ass 

Als nun Fritz Stolberg mitEKLat zur katholischen Kirche 
ttberging und Vernunft und Freiheitsliebe abschwor und ein 
Befdrderer des Obskurantismus wurde*.** (V, 2ii3f*) 

Alle Freunde der Qedankenfreiheit und der protestantischen 
Kirche, Skeptiker wie Qrthodoxe, erhoben sieh zu gleicher 
Zeit gegen die Restauratoren des Katholizismusj •«• • (V, 2U0) 

•••und in Deutschland erbltihten nun jene buntgldubigen, 
nSrrisch tiefsinnigen Dichtungen, in welchen man sich mystisch 
verliebte, • • .und Zacharias Werner trieb das Ding so weit, 
w±e man es nur treiben konnte, ohne von Cfbrigkeits wegen in 
ein Narrenhaus eingesperrt zu werden, (V, 233 £•) 

Herr August Wilhelm Schlegel, der es xnit der liederlichkeit 
und dem Katholizismus nie so ehrlich gemeint hat wie sein 
Bruder,.*,* (V, 2l|l f*) 

Aber nein, das Wissen, die Erkenntnis der Dinge durch die 
Vernunft, die Wissenschaft, gibt tins endlich die Genflsse, urn 
die uns der Glaube, das katholische Ghristentum, so lange 
geprellt hat;..** (V, 261) 

In Salon II Heine shows this point of departure more directly when he 

writes of Jacobi t 

Sein Refrain war immeri die Philosophie, die Erkenntnis durch 
Vernunft, sei eitel ¥ahn, die Vernunft wisse selbst nicht, 
wohin sie fflhre, sie bringe den Menschen in ein dunkLes Baby* 
rinth von Irrthum und Wiederspruch, und nur der Glaube kdnne ihn 
slcher leiten, ter Maulwurf 4 er sah nicht, dass die Vernunft 
der ewigen Sonne gleicht, die, wihrend sie droben sicher einher- 
wandelt, sich selber mit ihrem eignen Lichte ihren Efad be- 
leuchtet* (IV, 22U f.) 

This rationalistic, free-thinking standpoint not only determines what 

Heine stands for but, as the quotations show, what he assails* Thus he 
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denounces philosophical irrationalism, Catholicism, and mysticism as 

being obscurantist* 

Heine is also a self-professed adherent to Pantheism, which he 

defines in a way very important for his thought when he writes in 

Salon lit 

Gott ist identisch mit der Welt* Er manifestiert sieh in 
den Bflanzen, die ohne Bewusstsein ein kosmisch-magnetsches 
Leben fflhren, Er manifestiert sich in den Tieren, die in 
ihrem sinnlichen Traumleben eine mehr Oder minder dumpfe 
Existenz empfinden, Aber am herrlichsten manifestiert er 
sich in dem Menschen, der zugleich fdhlt und denkt, der sich 
selbst individuell zu unterscheiden weiss von der objektiven 
Natur und schon in seiner Vernunft die Ideen tr&gt, die sich 
ihm in der Erscheinungswelt kundgeben*^ 

Heine asserts that the Saint-Simonians had understood something of the 

nature of Pantheism, but that the French mind had always had a material¬ 

istic bent, so that France is infertile ground for that philosophy, 

whereas it is the most congenial one for the Germans (IV, 221;). Thus 

he implies that he has taken the doctrine further than they. This 

coincides with what Booth says when he relates that those who followed 

Bazard in seceding from the movement embraced Pantheism as against 

Enfantin’s doctrine of the "androgynous Deity", which was materialistic*^ 

Since for Heine God is in the world and identical with it, He is 

also in and identical with matter, or the flesh (Materie), as well as the 

spirit or intellect (Geist), and hence both are equally holy. Hatter, 

or the flesh, should therefore be restored to its proper place beside 

spirits "Der n&chste Zweck aller unserer neuen Institutionen ist 

solchermassen die Rehabilitation der Materie, die Wiedereinsetzung der- 

selben in ihre Wtlrde, ihre moralische Anerkennung, ihre religiose Hei- 

ligung, ihre VersiJhnung mit dem Geiste*" (IV, 222). This idea was taken 

over directly from the Saint-Simonists$ Heine’s Rehabilitation der Materie 



Is almost a direct translation of, their doctrine of the ’ Rehabilitation 

de la Chair* 

This Weltansicht has for Heine two results* One is sensualism in 

the usual, sexual sense, which he justifies for himself philosophically* 

HUnd Gott ist alias was da istj/ Er ist in unsern Kttssen*”, he writes 

in an erotic poem of the "Verschiedene" section of the Neue Gedichte^ - 

The same idea is to be found in Die Romantische Schule where Heine 

attacks the "christ-katholische Weltansicht" (see the quotation below, 

P*34)* Of social-economic importance, however, is what might be termed 

Heine’s economic sensualism, which is the other conclusion that since 

man’s material and spiritual existences are equally holy, he deserves 

to enjoy material as well as spiritual happiness in this life, and 

indeed, it is wrong to deny the flesh* 

Wir befdrdero das Wohlsein der Materie, das materielle Glttck 
der Vdlker, nicht well wir gleieh den Materialisten den Geist 
missachten, sondem weil wir wissen, dass die GSttlichkeit 
des Menschen sich auch in seiner leiblichen Erscheinung kund- 
gibt, und das ELend den Leib, das Bild Gottes, aerstQrt Oder 
aviliert. und der Geist dadurch ebenfalls au Grunde geht* 
(17, 223) 

As is to be seen from this passage, Heine is not philosophically a 

materialist, or at least he does not identify himself as one, but he 

professes to have synthesized materialism and spiritualism (IV, 223)* 

Heine the Pantheist therefore rejects all forms of Deism in which, 

he believed, there is necessarily latent the superiority of spirit over 

matter, since the Deists hold that God is outside the world and is 

therefore Spirit* This rejection includes Judaism, Catholic and Protes¬ 

tant Christianity (IV, 219-220), and philosophical Deism, and as to the 

latter, he supports himself on Kant’s conclusions in the theory of eogni 

tion, which, Heine says, have completely and finally discredited Deism 



in the realm of speculative philosophy and reason (17, 21$, 2$6)m 

However, Heine’s special criticism is aimed at Catholicism, which he 

regards as embodying the basic position of Deism in. its most extreme 

and militant forms, and of which he writes* 

Ich spreche von jener Religion, in deren ersten Dogmen eine 
Verdammnis alles Fleisches enthalten ist, und die dem Goiste 
nicht bloss eine Obermacht fiber das Fleisch zugeatehtj sondem 
auch dieses abtfiten will, um den Geist zu verherrlichenj ich 
spreche von jener Religion, durch deren unnatfirliche Aufgabe 
ganz eigentlich die Stlnde und Rypokrisib in die Welt gekommen, 
indem eben durch die Verdammnis des Fleisches die unschuldigsten 
Sinnenfreuden eine Sfinde geworden und durch die UhmSglichkeit, 
ganz Geist zu sein, die Hypokrisie sich ausbilden musste| ich 
spreche von jener Religion, die ebenfalls durch die Lehre von 
der Verwerflichkeit aller irdischen Gfiter, von dor auferlsg* 
ten Hundedemut und Engelsgeduld die erprobteste StUtae des 
Despotismus geworden, (V, 217) 

Thus the idea that "Religion is the opium of the people" is still present, 

and even stronger and more tersely expressed than before, in Heine’s 

writings of his first years in Paris, 

Through progress in political and industrial institutions mankind 

will be able to increase its happiness on earth instead of having to 

satisfy itself with the promise of happiness in the next world only 

(XV, 170), and this increased material well-being will mean the fend of 

Christianity, the need for which exists primarily among those who must 

endure suffering? 

Das endliche Sehicksal des Christentums ist also davon 
abhfingig, ob wir dessen noch bedfirfen* Diese Religion war 
eine Wohltat ffir die leidende Menschheit w&hrend achtzehn 
Jahrhunderten, sie war providentieU, gfittlich, heilig, 
Ewiger Ruhm gebfihrt dem Slymbol jenes leidenden Gottes, des 
Heilands mit der Domenkrone, des gekreuzigten Christus, 
dessen Blut gleichsara der lindernde Balsam war, der in die 
Wunden der Menschheit herabrann* (IV, 171) 

Since the growth of human well-being will be furthered by a new philosophy 

of life, and new and better productive institutions will reduce suffer¬ 

ing and want, the need for Christianity will diminish and one of its main 



sources of appeal will no longer be effective* He writes in the Neue 

Gedichte* 

Auf diesem Felsen bauen wir 
Die KLrche von dem dritten, 

Dem dritten neuen Testament} 

Das Leid ist ausgelitten.-5 

This ever-rising economic sensualism will bring about a new order 

in which man will enjoy the material pleasures of this earth, which are 

to be supplied by science and reason in the form of material and indus¬ 

trial progress* Heine writes of the young Germans, who, he believes, 

cherish the same ideas x 

Ein neuer Glaube beseelt sie mit einer Leidensehaft, von 

welcher die Schriftsteller der friiheren Periode keine Ahnung 

hatten# Es ist dieses der Glaube an den Fortschritt, ein 
Glaube^ der aus dem Wissen entsprang* Wir haben die Lande 

gemessen, die Naturkrflfte gewogen, die Mittel der Industrie 

berechnet, und siehe, wir haben ausgef undens dass diese Erde 

gross genug ist} dass sie jedem hinlllnglichen Raum bietet, 

die Hfitte seines Glilckes darauf zu bauenj dass diese Erde uns 
alle anst&ndig emdhren kann, wenn wir alle arbeiten und nicht 
einer auf Kosten des anderen leben will; und dass wir nicht 
nfltig haben, die grflssere und Irmere KLasse an den Himmel zu 
verweisen*; —Die Zahl dieser Wissenden und GHubigen ist frei- 

lich noch! gering* Aber die Zeit ist gekoramen, wo die Vfllker 
nicht mehr nach Kflpfen gezflhlt werden, sondera nach Herzen* 

(V, 328) 

Those who are desirous of living at the expense of others are, of course, 

the noblemen, whom Heine had been assailing all along. Die grflssere 

und flrmere KLasse is of course Heine»s equivalent of Saint-Simons* desig¬ 

nation of the lower classes as la classe la plus nombreuse et la plus 

pauvre*^ However, the statement »»*und dass wir nicht nfltig haben, 

die grflssere und flrmere KLasse an den Himmel zu verweisen clearly shows 

that Heine, unlike Karl Marx at a later date, does not identify himself 

with the laboring classes but places himself philanthropically above 

The whole selection quoted above, and indeed Heine*s economic 

them* 



sensualism in general, shows the obvious and undeniable influence on 

him of Saint-Simonist social thought. Although Saint-Simon himself 

has traditionally been classed as a Utopian Socialist, such a classifi¬ 

cation, if true at all, is true only in a very limited sense. He did 

not envisage any conflict of interest between capital and labor, but 

rather one between producers and non-producers. To the former belonged 

the "industrialists" composed of capital and labor combined, and to the 

latter the feudal and military aristocracies as he saw than in the Res¬ 

toration and Empire respectively*^ In his system the economy was to 

be organized by the financiers and leaders of industry, who were to 

patemalistically look after the well-being of the lower classes, and 

there was to be unequal distribution of income*^*® Both pure science 

and technology were to be given prominent places, for Saint-Simon placed 

great faith in scientific and material progress* Artists and humanistic 

scholars were to be recognized but given a subordinate position beside 

the men of science and industry*^ According to a relatively, recent 

thesis, Saint-Simon himself is not to be classed as a Utopian Socialist 

20 
at all, but as a "completer of the bourgeois-capitalistic ideology," 

Under the leadership of Prosper Enfantin the followers of Saint- 

Simon, the Saint-Simonians, began to put more emphasis on the religious 

and esoteric aspects of their master*s teachings after his death in 

21 
1825, but they did, however, recommend the abolition of inheritance in 

order to prevent the rise of a bourgeois leisure class of non-producers*^ 

In the letter to Yarnhagen quoted above (p*2$), Heine states that he was 

interested primarily in the religious aspect of the movement rather than 

the theory of property, which we know took the form of the abolition 

of inheritance. Hence we may conclude that he was not only not interested 



in the abolition of inheritance, but that he did not agree with the 

fin-tn-hwSirnoirf ana on this point* Nevertheless, as has been shown, some 

of the Saint-Simonians1 social-economic ideas definitely show through 

in Die, Romantische Schule and Salon II, and it may therefore be assumed 

that Heine did sanction some of their economic teachings* He rejected 

their more radical ideas about inheritance while adhering to their more 

conservative views# One of the then-novel insights of the Saint-Simonians 

was their advocacy of the corporate form of industrial organization, 

which, they believed, would best, provide full employment and advance 

the position of the working classes, albeit paternalistically/^ As many 

of the Saint-Simonians were engineers, they placed great faith in modem 

technical advances, which, when combined with a paternal corporate system 

of industrial, organization, was to provide mankind, including the lower 

classes, with material abundance# This idea Heine definitely shared, 

for he wrote to Heinrich l»aube in July of 1833* 

Die bisherige spiritualistische Religion war heilsam und 
nothwendig, solange der grdsste Theil der Menschen im ELend 
lebten .und sich rait der bimmlischen Seeligkeit vertrflsten 
imisste* Seit aber, durch die Forbschritte der Industrie und 
Oekonomie, es mQglich geworden die Menschen aus ihrem mate- 
riellen ELende herauszuziehen und auf Erden zu beseligen, 
seitdem—Sie verstehen mich# Uhd die Leute warden uns schon 
verstehen, wenn wir ihnen sagen, dass sie in der Folge all© 
Tage Rindfleisch statt Kartoffel essen sollen und weniger 
arbeiten und mehr tanzen werden. (II, UO) 

^progress in industry Heine obviously means progress in the technical 

and mechanical aspects of production and distribution! by progress in 

the economy he means new techniques in the organization of production, 

of the corporate form of industrial management# 

Now the question might be asked as to why Heine and the Saint- 

Simonians were recommending what seems to have been merely a bourgeois 

form of industrial organization when they were living under the classic 



example of a bourgeois state, the July Monarchy? It must be remembered, 

however, that the factory system developed very slowly in France, in¬ 

dustry there being still on a small workshop and outwork basis, and the 

average ratio of ail of France of employees to employers in industrial 

establishments in 181*8 — thirteen years later — has been estimated at 

2k 
only four to one* m the exceptional cases where the modern factory 

system did exist in France during the first half of the nineteenth 

century, as in the Alsatian textile industry, it could hardly be said 

to have been run patemalistically for the benefit of the lowo? classes, 

for it brought with it the social costs typical of the earlier stages 

of the industrial revolution*-^ Germany, of course, was still behind 

France* 

Heine was therefore essentially an adherent to the capitalistic 

system during the first four years of his residence in Baris* He re¬ 

jected the doctrine which is at the very heart of almost all socialistic 

systems, public or common ownership of productive properties, which was 

to be achieved by the elimination of inheritance and the resulting escheat¬ 

ing of once-private property into the hands of the state or of some other 

public institution*. Hence in spit© of his contact with the Saint-’ 

Simonians, he was an adherent to a bourgeois rather than a socialistic 

ideology during this period*,-? 
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In the autumn of 1835 Wolfgang Menzel* editor of the Stuttgart 

Llteraturblatt, initiated a series of articles attacking the writers 

known as Das junge Deutschland for their anti-clerical religious 

scepticism* their admiration as liberals for the French government as 

an example to be followed* and their internationalism. As the Lite- 

raturblatt was widely read at the courts and by high government officials* 

the Bundestag was prompted to take action because the governments of the 

various states* and especially of Austria, had become convinced that 

the young Germans were imbued with seditious tendencies. The result 

was that the diet enacted a decree on December 10* 1835* which forbade 

all the extant and future works of a list of writers* including Heine* 

designated as young Germany.2 Although it first appeared that the ac¬ 

tion would be effectively enforced so as to render impossible all publi¬ 

cations by the writers named* whether innocuous or not* the decree was* 

as dictated by the very nature of the Confederation* merely a resolution 

in which all the member states agreed to take strict measures against 

the loose group of liberal writers. The enforcement was accordingly 

left to the individual states and was applied laxly. ^ 

The decree put Heine into financial straits since all publication 

became risky for his publisher Campe* but the net result for Heine’s 

writings* much to his discomfiture*^ was that he was forced to confine 

himself to inoffensive topics for several years. "Ja, liebster Freund,w 

he writes in Pber die franzflsische Btthne (1837)* Mich hege eine wahre 

Scheu vor der Politik, und jedem poUtischen Gedanken gehe ich auf zehn 

Schritte aus dem Wage* wie einem tollen Hunde." (IV* 500). The measures 



taken by the Bundestag being left for their enforcement to the various 

states, says Treitschke, they soon lapsed completely,-* so that the 

young Germans could resume their political 'writings just as they had 

before the decree was enacted. For Heine the storm seems to have 

blown over late in 1839, for he was then writing his book about Ludwig 

BBme, and he resumed his political reporting for the Augsburg Allgemeine 

Zeitung early in 181*0. Expressions of political, religious, or social 

opinions are thus practically nil in his published writings of the 

years 1836-1839, and as usual the letters confine themselves almost 

exclusively to personal matters. 

Nevertheless, from the few occasional and subdued passages which 

do appear in his work during this period of forced innocuousness, it 

may be clearly observed that Heine*s views remained unchanged. He 

writes about the popular concept of the Devil in the Elementargeister 

(1837)» 

Der Teufel ist ein Logiker. Er ist nicht bloss der 
Reprtsentant der weltlichen Herrlichkeit, der Sinnenfreude, 
des Fleisches, er ist auch Reprdsentant der menschlichen 
Vernunft, eben weil diese alle Rechte der Materie vindiziertj 
und er bildet somit den Gegensata au Christas, der nicht bloss 
den Geist, die ascetische Entsinrilichung, das himmlische Heil, 
sondem auch den Glauben reprdsentiert. Der Teufel glaubt 
nicht, er sttttat sich nicht blindlings auf fremde Autorit&ten, 
er will vielmehr dem eignen Denken vertrauen, er macht Gebrauch 
von der Vernunft I (IV, 1*1U), 

and he continues in the tone of a tongue-in-cheek renunciation of his 

former views i 

Dieses ist nun freilich etwas Entsetaliches, und mit Recht 
hat die rdmisch-katholisch-apostolische Kirche das Selbst- 
denken als Teufelei verdammt und den Teufel, den ReprUsentanten 
der Vernunft, fttr den Vater der Lilge erklSrt. (IV, IpJU f.) 

As is to be seen from the passage, Heine continues in his thought with 

the same duality between flesh and spirit, the same pantheistic sensualism 



considered justified by reason, the same rationalism, and the same 

free-thinking, anti-clerical denunciation of faith which dominated 

Die Romantische Schule and Salon II. Since it will be shown in the 

following chapter that Heine continued well into the eighteen-forties 

in the same line of thought he had pursued before being silenced by 

the decree of the Bundestag, the few references to his earlier opinions 

during this period of silence suffice to indicate that his Weltanschauung 

underwent no vascillations which he was prevented from expressing. 

Heine makes a reference during this period to the Saint-Simonians 

which shows that the poet balked on a particular point of their doc¬ 

trines, the regimentation of artists. He writes about their criticism 

of Victor Hugo: 

Sogar die unsichtbare Kirche der Saint-Siraonisten, • • *auch 
diese verwirft ihnj denn diese betrachtet die Kunst als ein 
Priestertum und verlangt, dass jedes Werk des Dichters, des 
Malers, des Bildhauers, des Musikers Zeugnis gebe von seiner 
hdheren Weihe, dass es seine heilige Sendung beurkunde, dass 
es die Beglilckung und VerschOnerung des Menschengeschlechts 
bezwecke. Die Meisterwerke Victor Hugos vertragen keinen 
solchen moralischen Massstab, ja sie stlndigen gegen alle jene 
grossmtttigen, aber irrigen Anforderungen der neuen Kirche* 
Ich nenne sie irrig, denn, wie Sie wissen, ich bin ftlr die 
Autonomie der Kunst; weder der Religion noch der Politik soil 
sie als Magd dienen, sie ist sich selber letzter Zweck, wie 
die Welt selbst*° 

Now such a statement of opinion may appear rather surprising when coming 

from one who had criticised the "indifferentism" of the Goethean ”Kunst- 

periode” in Die Romantische Schule (V, 2j>3-25U), but it seems that 

Heine, while assailing those poets who were politically reactionary or 

who preferred idyllic themes during such a period of ferment as the 

VormSrz, believed that an artist should come to whatever position he 

defends — preferably, to be sure, a liberal one — by his own volition, 

and that having arrived at that position, he should be permitted to 



express himself freely according to the dictates of his artistic 

conscience. The Saint-Simonians envisaged a somewhat regimented 

society in •which all were to be obligated to contribute in one way or 

another by work,^ and this regimentation naturally included artists. 

Heine feared that in their proposed society the artist would be obli¬ 

gated to conform to the prescribed doctrine upon which the society 

had been regimented. Thus Heine the poet entertained a serious reser¬ 

vation about the fate of the artist in reformed and regimented so- 

cietiesj a reservation which was to play an increasingly important 

role in his contacts with more thoroughgoing social engineers in the 

years to come* 
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VI 

By the autumn of 1839 the measures which the Bundestag had taken 

against the young Germans had sufficiently lapsed so that Heine could 

again express his opinions freely on social-economic, religious, and 

political topics, there followed a three-year period in which his works 

contain numerous references to topics of the day in which his essen¬ 

tially bourgeois position is again made evident but on a more specific 

and practical level than before, the period encompassed by this chapter 

may be said to have ended when Heine returned to Paris in December of 

181*3 after a visit to Hamburg and made the acquaintances of Karl Marx, 

Arnold Ruge, Karl GrUn, and Ferdinand Lassalle, 

In the years 181*0-181*3 Heine wrote Ludwig Bflrne, some political 

poems, Atta Troll, and most of Lutezia, all of which contain important 

expressions of his social-economic thought. Heine's Ludwig Bgrag, . ein 

Denkschrift, which was written in the autumn of 1839 and published in 

1 
July of the following year, was the result of a long-standing animosity 

between the two writers which began almost immediately after Heine's 

arrival in Paris in 1831 (B8me had settled there shortly after the July 

Revolution) and lasted until BSrne's death in 1837* In this work Heine 

recounts the history of his acquaintance with BSrne, gives his analysis 

of Bdrne's personality, and relates BSrne’s activity as leader of the 

radical German exiles living in Paris. In so doing he naturally con¬ 

trasts his own views and character—by implication where not directly— 

with B8me*s. Although the events dealt with in the book took place 

mostly before 1835, the opinions and impressions of the author are to be 

considered as belonging property to the time of writing.; 



A six-week vacation which Heine and Mathilde spent at Cauterets 

in the French Pyrenees in the summer of 181*1 provided the setting and 

external inspiration for his Atta Troll, most of which was first pub- 

lished in the Zeitnng flir die Elegante Welt early in 181*3* Xn this 

very inventive long poem the poet goes along on a hunt in the Pyrenees 

for Atta Troll* a trained dancing hear who has escaped from his master* 

Heine allows free play to his fancy, so that his point of view shifts 

now to his hero and now to himself and his guide on the hunt* Xn the 

scenes in which Troll is giving advice to his children in his lair, 

Heine satirizes in the mouth of his hero both egalitarian ooimounism and 

blind religious faith* This obvious inconsistency in his hero seems not 

to have bothered Heine, for as Elster points out,^ he is actually satiric 

zing two of the factions of the German revolutionaries, the teutomaniacs 

and the rabid, egalitarian radicals* 

Beginning in February of 181*0, Heine resumed his interpretive 

political reporting on the French scene for the Augsburg Allgemeine Zei- 

tung* and the articles continued uninterrupted and with a fair degree 

of frequency up until July of 181*3, after which they became innocuous and 

were sent out at very irregular intervals. The articles were later col¬ 

lected under the title of Luteaia and incorporated into the Vemdachte 

Schriften, which were published in 1851* They contain his very astute 

Observations about the structure of the French government and society, 

and the social ferment of the discontented and disenfranchised lower 

classes runs like a leitmotif through the articles*, Heine also wrote 

several shorter political poems during this period tiiich dealt with the 

German scene and which were first published in various periodicals and 

later included in the MZeitgedichteH section of Heue Gedichte (181*1*)* 



Heine’s basic Weltanschauung during the early eighteen-forties 

was essentially the same as it had been since it was first extensively 

expounded in Die Stadt Lucca and elaborated upon in Die Romantlsche 

Schule and Salon II. Still strongly present is his rationalistic, 

critical attitude. He writes in Bdrne about the festival at Hambach in 

1832 in comparison with that on the Wartburg fifteen years earlier* 

Der Geist, der sich auf Hambach ausspraeh, ist grundver- 
schieden von dem Geiste Oder vielmehr von dem Gespenste, das 
auf der Wartburg seinen Spuk trieb* Dort, auf Hambach, jubelte 
die moderns Zeit ihre Sonnenauf gangslieder, und mit der ganzen 
Menschheit ward BrMerschaft getrunkenj hier aber, auf der 
Wartburg, krfichzte die Fergangenheit ihren obskuren Raben- 
gesang, und bei Fackellicht wurden Dummheiten gesagt und 
gethan, die des blddsinnigsten Hittelalters xdlrdig waren 2 
Auf Hambach hielt der franzSsische Liberalismus seine trun- 
kensten Bergpredigten, und sprach man auch viel Unverniinf- 
tiges, so ward doch die Vemunft selber anerkannt als jene 
hOchste AutoritUt, die da bindet und 18set und den Gesetzen 
ihre Gesetze vorsehreibtj auf der Wartburg hingegen herrschte 
jener beschrSnkte Teutomanisraus, der viel von Liebe und Glaube 
greinte, dessen Liebe aber nichts anders war als Hass des 
Fremden, und dessen Glaube nur in der Unvernunft bestand, und 
der in seiner Unwissenheit nichts Besseres zu erfinden wusste, 
als Bilcher zu verbrennen 2 (?H, 9h) 

Hbre again Heine takes up his long-standing criticism of the teutomaniacs 

for being both narrow racists and obscurantists* 

Heine’s sensual!stic Pantheism, which is still present during this 

period, finds its clearest and perhaps best known expression in the 

following passage from B&rne. 

...alle Menschen sind entweder Juden oder Hellenen, Menschen 
mit ascetischen, bildfeindlichen, vergeistigungssiichtigen 
Trieben oder Menschen von lebensheiterem, entfaltungsstolzm 
und realistischem Wesen. So gab es Hellenen in deutschen 
Predig erf amilien, und Juden, die in Athen geboren und viel- 
leicht von Theseus abstammen..** BSrne war ganz Nazarener, 
seine Antipathie gegen Goethe ging unmittelbar hervor aus 
seinem nazarenischen Gemtlte, seine sp&tere politische Exalta¬ 
tion war begriindet^Ln jenem schroffen Ascetismus, jenem Durst 
nach Martyrtum, der ilberhaupt bei den Republikanern gefunden 
wird, den sie republikanische Tugend nennen, und der von der 
Passionssucht der frilheren Christen so wenig verschieden ist*r 



In seiner sp&tern Zeit wendete sich Bttrne sogar aim histo- 
rischen Christentum, er sank fast in den Katholizismus, er 
fratemisierte xnit dm Pfaffen Lamennais und verfiel in den 
wiederw&rtigeten Kapuzinerton, als er sich einst tiber einen 
Nachfolger Goethes, einen Pantheisten von der heitern Observanz, 
Sffentlich aussprach. (VII, 2l|) 

As Elster points out in his footnote, the Pantheisten von der heitern 

Observanz is probably none other than Heine himself, 

Heine the rationalist and Pantheist satirizes faith and Deism in 

Atta Troll when he has his bear hero sermonize with proverbial, 

bear-like stupidity^ to his son Junker Einohrs 

"Hite dich vor Menschendenkart 
Sie verdirbt dir Leib und Seelej 
Uhter alien Menschen gibt es 
Keinen ordentlichen Menschen, 

“Selbst die Deutschen, einst die Bessern, 
Selbst die S8hne Tuiskions, 
Unsre Vettem aus der Ur zeit, 
Diese gleichfalls sind entartet, 

“Sind jetzt glaubenlos und gottlos, 
Pred'gen gar den Atheismus— 
Kind, mein Kind, nimm dich in acht 
Vor dem Feuerbach und Bauer2 

“Werde nur kein Atheist, 
So ein Unb&r ohne Ehrfurcht 
Vor dem SchSpfer—ja, ein SchBpfer 
Hat erschaffen dieses WeltaH 2 

"Droben in dem Stemenzelte, 
Auf dem goldnen Herrscherstuhle, 
Weltregierend, majestdtisch, 
Sitzt ein kolossaler ELsbSr 2 

"Fleckenlos und schneeweiss gldnzend 
1st sein Pelzj es schmttckt sein Haupt 
Bine Kron* von Diamanten, 
Die durch alle Himmel leuchtet. 

"Ihm zu Fiissen sitzen fromm 
B8renheil*ge, die auf Erden 
Still geduldet, in den Tatzen 
Ihres Mfirtyrertumes Palmen,, 



”Werde ich umrfird ger Troll 
Einstens solchen Hells teilhaftig? 
Und aus irdiseh niedrer Trtfbsal 
Ubergehn ins Reich der Wonne? • • • (II, 370-372) 

The stanzas quoted, like most of Heine’s work, contain an aphoristic 

wealth of connotation, for not only Deism is satirized but also the 

anthropomorphic (ein kolossaler Eisbllr) wishful thinking which Heine 

believes to be the Judeo-Ghristian vie?? of immortality, Heine’s old 

theme that the Christian doctrine of seOLf-denial and immortality are 

conducive to political subjugation is still present (Mrenheil’ge, 

die auf Brden/ Still geduldet, *,♦), This doctrine that ttreligion is 

the opium of the people” is expressed in almost those exact words in 

BSrne, where Heine writes! «FQr Menschen, denen die Erde nichts mehr 

bietet, ward der Himmel erfunden* • . Hell dieser Erf indung J Heil 

einer Religion, die dem leidenden Menschengeschlecht in den bittern 

Kelch einige sflsse, einschlSfemde Tropfen goss, geistiges Opium, 

einige Tropfen Hebe, Hoffnung und GlaubenJ" (VII, Il6)« 

Heine’s moderate, bourgeois position, less clearly stated in earlier 

years, predominates in the works written during the years l81iO-l8U3, and 

it ties in closely with his character both as a rationalistic social 

thinker and an artist, When BSrne came to Paris shortly after the July 

Revolution, he became the unofficial head of the radical German Re¬ 

publicans, a group made up of exiles and journeymen laborers motivated 

by vague egalitarian ideals, Heine entered into friendly relations with 

BSrne and his circle at the beginning of his residence in Paris, but 

he was soon disillusioned and repelled by the fact that every coarse 

German laborer considered him a friend and comrade merely because of 

their common nationality. His actions with regard to the German Repub- 



licana in Paris were one of the causes of his rupture with B8me, 

and Heine relates his experiences with Bttme and B8me*s political 

fellows in his book about his fellow writer* Heine the rationalist, 

who believed that reason should be the guiding principle in public 

life, was opposed to universal male suffrage because he feared that 

the people, the majority of which were not possessed of trained criti¬ 

cal minds, could easily be swayed by demagogues. He writes of B8rae*s 

speeches at the gatherings of the German artisans! 

...hier warden nun, durch leidenschaftliche Reden, 1m Sinne 
der rheiribayrischen Tribiine viele Gemttter fanatisiert, und 
da der Republikahismus eine so grade Sache ist und leichter 
begreifbar als z.B. die konstitutionelle Regierungsform, 
wobei schon mancherlei Kenntnisse vorausgesetzt werdent SO 
dauerte es nicht lange und Tausende von deutschen Handwerks- 
geseUen wurden Republikaner und predigten die heue Bber- 
zeugung* Diese Propaganda war weit gef&hrlicher als alle 
jene erlogenen Popanze, womit die erwdhnten Delatoren unsre 
deutschen Regierungen Schreckten, und vielleicht weit mflch- 
tiger als BSrnes geschriebene Reden war B8mes mlindliches 
Wort, welches er an Leute richtete, die es mit deutschem 
Glauben einsogen und mit apostolisehem Elfer in der Heimat 
verbreiteten* (VII, 79) 

The rheinbayrische TribUne he refers to by comparison with the speeohes 

held at the meetings of idle Parisian German Republicans was a radical 

newspaper extolling both Republicanism and somewhat socialistic, egali¬ 

tarian principles edited by a Dr* Wirth.^ 

As one who moved in the more distinguished circles of Paris society, 

Heine was personally repelled by the coarseness of the artisans, the 
* , * 

great unwashedt "Han muss in wirklichen Revolutionszeiten das Volk 

mit eignen Augen gesehen, mit signer Rase gerochen haben, man muss mit 

signan Ohren anhdren, wie dieses souverfine Rattenkdnig sich ausspricht, 

urn zn begreifen, was Hirabeau andeuten will mit den Wortens *Han macht 

keine Revolutionen mit LavendeSl*111 (¥11, 81). Heine the poet and man 



of culture and education feared that the lower classes with their 

egalitarian, socialistic ideas would set about to destroy through the 

franchise the cultural superstructure of society if given the vote* 

Da kommen zun&chst die Radikalen und versckreiben eine 
Radikalkur, die am Ends dooh nur Husserlich wirkt, h8ch» 
stens den gesellschaftlichen Grind vertreibt, aber nicht 
die inner© FSulnis. Gelfinge es ihnen auch, die leidende 
Menschheit auf eine kurze Zeit von ihren wildesten Qualen zu 
befreien, so geschSha es doch nur auf Kosten der letzten Spuren 
von SehBnheit, die dem Patienten bis jetzt geblieben sindj 
h&sslich wie ein geheilter Philister wird er aufstehen von 
seinem Krankenlager und in der b&ssllchen Spitaltracht, in dem 
asehgrauen Gleiohheitskosttm, wird er sich all sein Lebtag 
herumsehleppen rattssen, Alle flberlieferte Heiterkeit, alle 
Sflsse, aller Blumenduft, alle Poesie wird aus dem Leben 
herausgepumpt werden, und es wird davon nichts tibrigbleiben 
als die Rumfordsche Suppe der Mtalichkeit*' —Far die Seh8n- 
heit und das Genie wird sich kein Plata finden in dem Gemein- 
wresen unserer neuen Puritaner, und beide werden fletriert 
und unterdrttckt werden noch weit betriibsamer als unter dem 
Slteren Reginente. Benn SchiJnheit und Genie sind ja auch 
eine Art KBnigtum, und axe passen nicht in eine Gesellschaft, 
wo jeder im Mssgeftthl der eigenen Mittelmgssigkeit alle 
hdhere Begabnis herabzuwUrdigen sucht bis aufs banale Niveau. 
(ra, 1U3 f.) 

In Atta Troll the same egalitarian tenets are derided through 

the mouth of the hero, who engages in tirades against man, the srls** 

toorat of animals 

"Tod und ESIle I Diese Menschen, 
Diese Eraaristokraten, 
Schaun auf das gesamte Tierreieh 
Freeh und adelstola herunter, 

"Menschen, seid ihr etwa besser, 
Weil ihr Wissenschaft und EQnste 
Hit Erfolg betreibt? Wir andre 
Sind nicht auf den Kopf gefalien*.*.*1’ 

(II, 361*. f.) 

and the analogy of the animals as the lower classes and man as the 

bourgeoisie, as well as Heine’s own position, becomes all the more 

obvious when he cuts off Troll’s diatribes with* 



Welter will ich nicht berichten, 
Wie dec* Bfir in seinem frechen 
Gleichheitssehwindel rfisonnierte 
Auf das menschliche Geschlecht* 

Denn am Ende bin ich selber 
Auch ein Menseh, nnd wiederholen 
Win ich nimmer die Sottisen, 
Die am Ende sehr beleid'gend* 

Ja, ich bin ein Menseh, bin besser 
Als die Andern JSfiugetierej 
Die Intressen der Gebnrt 
Werd* ich niramermehr verleugnen. 

(II, 366) 

This Gleichheitssehwindel of the German radicals is satirized in 

another passage in which Troll tells his son that the animals should 

unite, throw off the bondage of human domination, and institute an 

animal kingdom in which complete equality prevails, 

uMchte jeder Bdr, und dfichten 
Alle Tiere so wie ich, 
Hit vereinten Kr&ften wtirden 
Wir bekSmpfen die Tyrannen* 

H£s verb&nde sich der Eber 
Hit dem Ross, der ELefant 
Schldnge brttderlich den Rttssel 
Dm das Horn des wackem Ochsenj 

"Einheit 1 Einheit i und wir siegen 
Und es sttirzt das Regiment 
SchnOden Monopols 1 Wir stiften 
Ein gerechtes Animalreich. 

"Grundgesetz sei voile Gleichheit 
Aller Gotteskreaturen, 
Ohne unterschied des Glaubens 
Und des Fells und des Geruches. 

"Strenge Gleichheit I Jeder Esel 
Sei befugt zum hUchsten Staatsamt, 
Und der L8we soil dagegen 
Mit dem Sack zur Mllhle traben* 

(II, 367) 

It is clear from these stanzas that Heine considered the bourgeoisie, 



and especially the educated bourgeoisie to which he belonged, the 

upholder of culture and the arts and the standard bearer of the knowledge 

and science in which he placed so much faith for social betterment. 

3$ie communistic attacks on property and their doctrine of oppres** 

sion also come in for Heine's barbs5 he has Troll says 

"Eigentum t Hechb dea Besitzes I 
0 des Diebstahls I 0 der Lilge I 
Solch Qemiseh von List und Uhainn 
Konnte nur der Mensch erfinden. 

"Seine Eigenttlmer schuf 
Die Natur, denn tascherilas, 
Ohne Taschen in den Pelzen, 
Komraen wir zur Welt, wir alle. 

’•Nur der Mensch, das glatte Wesen, 
Das mit freader Wolle kBnstlich 
Sich beKLeidet, wusst’ auch kflnstlich 
Sich mit Taschen su versorgen. 

"Eine Tasche i UnnatUrlich 
1st sie, wie das Eigentum, 
Wie die Rechte des Besitzes— 
Taschendiebe sind die Menschen l 

"Gltihend hass* ich sie I Vererben 
Will ich dir, mein Sohn, den Hass. 
Hxer auf diesem Altar sollst du 
Ew*gen Hiss' den Mehschen schraGren I 

"Sei der Todfeind jener argen 
HnterdrUcker, unversBhnlieh 
Bis ans Ends deihar Tage, — - *** 
Scbwdr es, schwdr es hier, mein Sohn I" 

(H,37ltfO 

Troll's "Eigentum J .♦>/ 0 des Diebstahls 1..." is Proudhon's famous 

statement that 'property is burglary*.? It is obvious that Heine does 

not agree with his hero, both from the ridiculousness of his arguments 

and from the stanzas which follow in which the poet intersperses his 

own comments 

Was den Atta aribetrifft. 
So verlassen wir ihn gleichfalls, 



Doch um sp&ter ihn zu treffen 
Desto sichrer mit der Kugel* 

‘Deine Untersuchungsakten, 
Hochverrdter an der Mensehheit 
Majestfit I eind jetzt geschlossenj 
Morgen wird auf dich gefahndet* 

(II, 375) 

But though Heine was repelled by the German radicals and teuto- 

maniacs, the shorter political poems which he composed during this 

period indicate that he was by no means satisfied with the existing 

political situation in Germany# In the rousing "Doktrin” he advises 

the German liberals to drum the people out of their lethargy (I, 301)* 

and in "Die Tendenz" he admonishes the German poets to forget their 

idyllic musings and speak out in no uncertain terms for the cause of 

freedom (I, 310*311)• In still another entitled ,,Verheissung,, he 

writes: 

HLcht mehr barfuss sollst du traben* 
Deutsche Freiheit, durch die Stopfe, 
Endlich kommst du auf die Strttapfe, 
Uhd auoh Stiefeln sollst du habenl 

Du bekommst sogar zu essen— 
Sine grosse Zukunft naht dir I 
Lass dich nur vom welschen Satyr 
Nicht verlocken zu exzessen! 

Werde nur nicht dreist und dreister J 
Seta nicht den Respekt beiseiten 
Vor den hohen Obrigkeiten 
Und dem Barren BOrgermeister I 

(I* 312) 

As ELster points out in his notes,® this poem indicates that he did not 

consider the movement for Gensan unity and liberation thoroughgoing 

enough. 

Although these poems would seem to pose an inconsistency in Heine’s 



thought in comparison with his oppostion to the German radicals and 

chauvinists, it must he borne in mind that the German constitutions 

had been relatively ineffective, the divine right of kings still being 

the philosophy held by the German rulers. The constitutions had been 

granted from above by the favor of the monarchs, who could, and often 

did, abrogate them at will, and hence there were no real limitations 

to the actions of the rulers. In France, on the other hand, though 

the same sort of constitution by divine right had existed under the 

Restoration, Louis-Philippe was proclaimed King of the French by the 

will of the peopled Heine had clearly favored this concept of govern¬ 

ment in the Kunz von der Rosen episode in the Hachtrflge zu den Reisebil- 

dem. which was written several months after the July Revolution, and 

it is this same idea which he seems to be expressing in the political 

poem quoted* The social-economic beliefs which he held for Germany 

will be shown to be the same as those to told for France. 

The July Monarchy of France about which Heine wrote in his lutezia 

was a state in which the bourgeoisie, and only , the bourgeoisie, was 

in possession of the reins of the government, for the electoral law of 

1831 had set the property qualifications for voting so high that the 

franchise was given to only about 190*000 out of the adult male popu¬ 

lation of thirty-two million.’1'0 French representative government in 

the years 1830-181*8 was therefore far from resting on the principle of 

universal suffrage, much to the disappointment of the Republicans, who 

believed that the revolution had been betrayed. Wages were also de¬ 

ll 
pressed during the whole period, so it is not surprising that the 

overwhelming majority which formed the disenfranchised mass was dis¬ 

contented and often engaged in revolutionary plottings. Although France 



was not an industrial nation in the modern sense during the July Monarchy, 

the ratio of employees to employers being approximately only four to 

one in 181*8, there were nevertheless many workmen in such occupations 

as the building trades and printing who,. though not factory workers, 

12 were imbued with the point of view of labor. 

There were in the France of the eighteen-thirties and forties 

many theorists and revolutionaries with various solutions for the social 

question* The Saint-Simonians wex*e social reformers, though hardly 

socialists, who advocated a paternalistic economic structure for the 

good of the lower classes* Fourier (1772-183?) advocated the organisa¬ 

tion of cooperative communities, and Entienne Gabet (1788-1856), who 

was one of the first to be termed a ♦Communist ♦, proposed a system of 

communities in which property was to be held in common and income dis¬ 

tributed according to needs. Louis-Auguste Blanqui (1805-1881) and 

Armond Barbes were the egalitarian organisers of the insurrection of 

the Society of the Seasons in 1837, and Blanqui, like Benin later, be¬ 

lieved in a compact, well trained revolutionary army which was, to over¬ 

throw the government, gain dictatorial control, and institute a commu¬ 

nistic form of society* Lamennais (1782-185U), although not a Socialist 

himself , was a precursor of the Christian Socialists. He recommended a 

somewhat theocratic democracy and collective bargaining in order to better 

the position of labor. Louis Blanc (1811-1882) advocated universal 

suffrage, extensive state tinkering in the economy, association of la¬ 

borers, and his famous national workshops in his main work, Organisation 

du travail-.^ 

In addition to these men, none of whom were actually of lower- 

class origin, there were numerous revolutionary societies which were 



composed mainly of laborers and which held egalitarian ideas* Attempts 

on the life of Louis-Philippe were repeatedly being made during his 

reign, and the would-be assasln of the attempt of September of 181*1 was 

ill 
one Quenisset, a member of the communistiie secret society EgaHtaires* 

Such was the situation in the France of Louis-Philippe, and Heine 

sized it up with such acumen that his reports for the Allgemeine Zei- 

t«ng have caused him to be considered by historians of the period as 

among the most reliable of contemporary observers* His analysis of the 

weaknesses in the July Monarchy and his prediction of the Revolution 
3$ 

of 181*8 as a result of these existing conditions are still unsurpassed* 

To begin with* Heine realized that the government was exclusively 

in the hands of the bourgeoisies "Die Bourgeoisie, nichi das Volk hat 

die Revolution von 1789 begonnen und I83O vollendet, sie 1st es, welehe 

jetzt regiert, obgleich viele ihrer Mandatarien von vornehmem Gebltlte 

sind* und sie 1st es, welehe das andringende Volk***bis jetzt im Zaum 

hielt*” (VI* 22$ £*)• Heine of course uses the term "bourgeoisie” in 

its European meaning of "capital*1 or the wealthy industrial and mercan¬ 

tile classes* He refers to them and their representatives in the Cham¬ 

ber of Deputies as u***diese edlen Geldrltter, diese Barone der Indu¬ 

strie, diese Auserwfihlten des Eigentums, diese Ihthusiasten des ruhigen 

Besitzes, welehe die MajoritMt in der franzdsischen Hammer bilden*" 

(VI, 12*6)* He sums up the social-economic history of France as follows; 

Unter dem alten Regime gait nur die Geburt, nur die Ahnen- 
zaKL gab Ansehen,#*** Unter der Republik gelangte die Tugend 
zur Herrschaft, die Armut ward eine Wttrde, und wie vor Angst, 
so auch vor Scham, verkroch sich das Geld* ♦*• Zur Zeit des 
Kaisertums florierte nur der militfirische Ruhm,*.** WShrend 
der Restauration intrigierte der Reichtum gegen die Gespen- 
ster des alten Regimes, die wieder ans Ruder gekommen, und 
deren Insolenz tdglich wochss das beleidigte, ehrgeizige Geld 
wurde DSmagoge, liebflugelte herablassend mit den Kurzjacken* 



und als die Juliussonne die Gemttter erhitzte, ■ward der 
Adelkdnig Karl X* vom Throne herabgeschmissen* Der 
Btogerkdnig Ludwig Philipp stieg hinauf ,er, der Reprfisen- 
tant des Geldes, das jetzt herrscht, aber in der Sffentlichen 
Meinung zu gleicher Zeit von der besiegteh Partei der Vergangen- 
heit und der getduschten Partei der Zukunft /Legitimists and 
Republicans/ frondiert wird* (VI, 1*18 f,) 

Heine also observed the suffering caused by depressed wages and predicted 

a revolution as a result of the economic hardships which the lower 

classes were enduring* He writes during the holiday season in 181*1? 

Jetzt, wo das Heujahr herannaht, der Tag der Gesehenke, 
Hberbieten sioh hier die Kaufmannsldden in den mannigfal- 
tigsten AussteHungenv Per Ahblick derselben kann dem mflssigen 
Flaneur den angenehmsten Zeitvertreib gewdhrenj ist sein Him 
nicht ganz leer, so steigen ihm auch manchmal Gedanken auf, 
wenn er hinter den blahken Spiegelfenstem die bunte Ftille 
der ausgestellten Luxus-und Kuhstsachen betraehtet und viel- 
leicht auch einen Blick wirft auf das Fublikum, das dort neben 
ihm steht. Die Gesichter dieses Publikums sind so Msslich 
ernsthaft und leidend, so ungeduldig und drohend, dass sie 
einen unheimlichen Kontrast bildenmit den Gegenst&nden, die 
sie begaffen, und uns die Angst anwandelt^ diese Menschen 
mSchten einmal mit ihren geballten Fdusten pldtzlich drein- 
scKLagen und all das buhte, klirrende Spielzeug der vomehmen 
Wait mitsamt dieser vomehmen Welt selbst gar jfimmerlich zer- 
trtimmemi (VI, 277 fV) 

This threatening revolution, Heine thought, would be a communistic one* 

Die zerstdrenden Doktrinen haben in Frankrelch zu sehr die 
unteren KLassen ergriffen—es handelt sich nicht mehr um Ctteich* 
helt der Rechte, sondera um Gleichheit des Genusses auf dieser 
Erde, und es gibt etwa 1*00,000 rohe Fduste, welche nur des 
Losungswortes barren, um die idee der absoluten Gleichheit 
zu verwirKLichen, die in ihren rohen Kdpfen brtitet# (VI, 27J>) 

Qa still another occasion he compared the French radicals to the Roman 

Christians at the time of Nero, i*e#, as being unobtrusive in comparison 

with the ruling splendor but being very important for the future# 

(VI, 1*084*09)# 

Contrary to what some who have been unfavorably disposed towards 

Heine would have us believe, he was not blind to the weaknesses in 

the political life of France, and he indeed noticed the instability 



inherent in the splintering in the Chamber of Deputies: "Wohin aber 

ftthrt diese Zersplitterung, diese AuflOsung aller Gedankeribande, 

dieser Partikularismus, dieses ErlSschen alles Gemeingeistes, welches 

der moralische Tod eines Volks 1st?" (VI, 28?)* This lack of anything 

approaching unanimity, Heine believed, would make a successful revolu— 

tion all the more possible? 

Aber die Vertdrrungen, VerwicKLungen und momentanen Nbten*.* 
geben den dunkeln Gewalten, die in Verborgenen lauern, das 
Signal sum Losbruch, und, wie immer, erwartei die Revolu- 
tion eine parlamentarische Initiative* Das entsetzliche 
Rad kfime dann wieder in Bewegung, und wir sfthen diesmal einen 
Antagonisten auftreten, welcher der schrecKLichste sein dilrf te 
von alien, die bisher mit dem Bestehenden in die Schranken 
getreten. Dieser Antagonist bewahrt noch sein schreckliehes 
Inkognito und residiert wie ein dflrftiger Fr&tendent in jenem 
Erdgeschoss der offiziellen Gesellschaft, in jenen Katakomben, 
wo unter Tod und Verwesung das neue Leben keimt und knospet* 
Kommunisnnis ist der geheirae Name des furchtbaren Antagonisten, 
der die Proletarierherrschaft in alien ihren Konsequenzen 
dem heutigen Bourgeoisieregimente entgegensetzt* (VI, 311? f •) 

Heine »s attitude towards the French radicals, like his attitude 

towards their German imitators and counterparts, France being the center 

of new social ideas until the middle of the century, was dearly an 

inimical one* As with the German radicals, he believed that they too 

would destroy the cultural superstructure of society and not tolerate 

anything or anyone rising above their own preconceived standard of 

egalitarian mediocrity; He expresses his revulsion against this radi¬ 

cal, iconoclastic Republicanism when writing of the Vendome column and 

the Obelisk* 

Der eigentiiche Rival des Qbdisken von Luxor ist noch 
iramer die Colonne VendSme* Steht sie Richer? Rein, 
hier in Frankreich steht nichts ganz fest; Schon einmal hat 
der Sturm das Hapital, den eiserhen Kapitalmanh, von der 
Spitze der VendotoesAule herabgerissen,16 und dm Fall die 
Kammunisten ans Regiment kfimen, dflrfte wohl zum zweiten Male ~ 
dasselbe sich ereignen, wenn nicht gar die radlkale Gleich- 
heitsraserei die Sfiule selbst zu Boden reisstfr' damit auch 



dieses Denkraal und Sinribild der Ruhmsucht von der Erde 
schwinde s kein Mensch und kein Menschenwerk soil fiber ein 
bestimates Koramunalmass hervorragen, und der Baukunst eben- 
sogut wie der epischen Poesie droht der Untergang*, "Woau 
noch ein Monument fUr ehrgeizige V61kerm8rder,,

s hSrte ich 
jflngst ausrufen bei Gelegenheit des Modellkonkurses fiir 
das Mausoleum des Kaisers,0 Mdas kostet das Geld des 
darbenden Volkes, und wir werden es ja doch zerscblagen, 
wenn der Tag koimat T (71, 285 f*) 

With the Saint-Simonians Heine had merely objected to the regimenta- 

tion of the artistj he feared that the radicals would eliminate the 

position of the artist entirely as well as the cultural superstruc¬ 

ture of society on which both the arts and the sciences rest* 

Heine expressed this same objection to egalitarian mediocrity 

when discussing Louis Blanc *s Organisation du travail* but he goes on 

as follows to object to Blanc *s belief in economic equality* 

Er selbst ist rallssig, scheint dem eignen kleinen Kdrpsr 
keine Gentlsse zu gdnnen, und er will daher im Staate all- 
gemeine Etlc|engleichheit einffihren, wo fflr uns alle dies- 
selbe spartanische schwarze Suppe gekocht werden soli, 
und was nocft schrecklicher, wo der Riese auch diesselbe 
Portion bekdme, deren sich Bruder Zwerg zu erfreuen bfitte* 
Hein, dafilrfdank* ich, neuer Idkurg j Es ist wahr, wir 
sihd alls Brttder, aber ich bin der grosse Bruder, und ihr 
seid die kleinen Briider, und mir geblihrt eine bedeutendere 
Portion. (Vf, 230) 

But although Heine opposed a republic and egalitarian communism 
! ' ' 

which he believed would be the result of such a form of government, 

he was not uncritical of the existing state of society in France, 

nor was he unsympathetic with the poverty-stricken proletariat* He 

deplored the ruthless means of putting down a labor uprising which 

had recently taken place in England*. 

*,*in diesern Augenblick sitzen funfzig Soldaten im Tower- 
gefdngnis zu London, welche sich geweigert hatten, auf das 
Volk zu schiessen. Es- . ist kaum glaublich, und es ist 
dennoch wahr, dass Englische Rotrdeke nicht dem Befell ihrer 
Qffiziere, sondern der Stirame der MenscKLichkeit gehorchten 
und jener Peitsche vergassen, welche die Katze mit neun 



SchwSnzen **,heisst..** Es ist herzserreissend, wenn man 
liest, wie die Weiber weinend den Soldaten entgegentraten 
und ihnen suriefens "Wir brauchen lceine Kugeln, tdr brauchen 
Brot*" Die Manner kreuzten ergebungsvoll die Arms and 
sprachent "Ben Hunger rattsst ihr totschiessen, nicht uns und 
unsere Kinder*" Der gewBhnliehe Schrei wart "Schiess nicht, 
wir sind ja alle BrMsr*'» (71, 330) 

But while sympathetic with the proletariat though fearing their 

ascendency on the one hand, Heine was impatient with the self-interested 

attitude of business interests while recognizing their essential 

service in upholding culture on the other* He objected to what he 

considered their crass materialism in evaluating everyone by his fortune 

and their disdain of all pursuits of altruistic or intrinsic worth which 

do not contribute directly to monetary gain (71* 33S>)* He advocated a 

more enlightened, altruistic attitude on the part of the powerful, 

wealthy men who controlled society under the bourgeois monarchy. 

Statt Preisfragen iSber Seidenkultur, Stallfiitterung und 
ICantsche Philosophic aufzugeben, sollten unsre gelehrten 
Societdten einen bedeutenden Preis aussetzen zur lasting der 
Plages wie man ein Kamel durch ein Hadeldhr fMdeln kflnne? 
Ehe diese grosse iCamelfrage geldst ist und die Reichen eine 
Aussicht gewinnen, ins Himmelreich zu kommen, wird auch fiir 
die Armen kein durchgreifendes Heil begrttndet. Die Reichen 
wllrden weniger hartherzig sein, wenn sie nicht bloss auf 
Erdenglttck angewiesen wlren und nicht die Armen beneiden 
m&ssten, <&© einst dort oben in floribus sich des ewigen Lebens 
gaudieren* Sie sagens warum sollen wir hier auf Erden ffir das 
Eumpengesindel etwas thiny da > es ihm doch einst besser geht als 
uns laid wir jedenfalls naoh dem Tode nicht rait demselben zu- 
sammentreffen* Wflssten die Reichen, dass sie dort oben wieder 
in aller Ewigkeit mit uns gemeinsam hausen mtissen, so wtirden 
sie sich gewiss hier auf Erden etwas genieren und sich hilten, 
uns gar zu sehr zu raisshandeln* Lasst uns daher vor allem 
die grosse Kamelfrage 18sen* (71, 36U f*) 

Heine obviously does nob actually believe that it is important to solve 

the problem of how a camel can go through the eye of a needle j he is 

merely writing in one of his favorite tones, a tone which was described 

as geistreich in the literature of the day* The meaning behind the 

imagery, however, is serious and sincere, ’What Heine means is that 



some social doctrine should be devised which would effectively alle— 

viate social stiffening from above without destroying the priceless, 

hard-won cultural heritage which Western civilization has accumulated 

through the centuries* 

Heine speaks highly in Lutezia of both Saint-Simon and Fourier, 

saying that they have provided the world with a store of ideas which 

have opened up new possibilities for social betterment (VI, 1*17)* Now 

Saint-Simon, as has been previously noted, advocated an economy adminis¬ 

tered by the leaders in industry, technology and science, but for the 

benefit of the lower classes* Fourier*s ideas were essentially pater¬ 

nalistic rather than socialistic, for he upheld the institution of 

property, and the right of capital to the fruits of production, and 

he tried to interest wealthy men in helping to finance the establish¬ 

ment of model communities or phalansteres* Fourier was exceptional 

among the French Utopian Socialists in his doctrine of the unequal dis¬ 

tribution of income as against their distribution formula according to 

needs**^ It is unlikely that Heine’s critical intellect espoused 

Fourier’s teachings as a body, for many of them were highly fantastic 

and impractical, but he considered the ideas of Saint-Simon and Fourier 

to be on the right track in that they attempted to draw the attention 

of bourgeois society to the social question, to solve it without re¬ 

course to revolution, exploitation of class hatred, or proletarian poli¬ 

tical ascendency* 

In the years 181*0-181*3, then, Heine was critical of both the French 

and German egalitarian radicals because he feared they would destroy 

Western culture as he knew it. On the other hand, he saw faults in 

the existing society, especially in the inordinate social costs result- 



ing from the highly unequal distribution of wealth* He was impatient 

with the business man's attitude, and this would imply that he dis¬ 

agreed sharply with the laissez fairs doctrine that the isolated 

members of society, acting independently in their own interests, are 

also acting for the good of society as a whole. He saw ,in the systems 
A 
t. 

of Saint-Simon and Fourier ideas which were of potential benefit to 

humanity, and thus he was seeking a social doctrine that could be 

applied from above by people of intelligence to lessen social costs 

and at the same time preserve the heritage of Western civilization* 

His position was still essentially bourgeois* 

Although Heine was out of touch with developments in Germany during 

his absence of over ten years, his positive social-economic tenets for 

liis native country were the same as those for France. They are best 
V- 

summed up in the words he used in sending new year's greetings to Ger¬ 

many in an article of December 31, 181*2* "Den Reichen wllnsche ich ein 

Herz und den Armen ein Stiickchen Brot*" (VI, 339)* 



$2 

VII 

In August of 1843 Arnold Ruge, left-wing Hegelian editor of the 

suppressed Hallesche JahrMoher* arrived in Paris to make preparatory 

arrangements for the publication of the Deutsch-ffranaSsische Jahrbft- 

cher. which he and Karl Mars, later to become the founder of modem 

Communism, had planned to edit together* Rugs met Heine on August 27, 

but the poet made an unfavorable impression on him, for Ruge was an 

admirer of BBrne and was somewhat offended by Heine’s book about his 

fellow writerHeine and Ruga were therefore only casual acquaintances 

in the summer of 1843. Heine left Paris on the twenty-first of October 

in the same year for a visit to Hamburg, and by the tine he arrived 

back in Paris on the eighteenth of December,^ the young Marx and his 

bride had also arrived. Heine soon met Marx and his wife, probably 

through Ruge, and Item and the poet became rather good friends* Heine 

again left Paris for Hamburg in the middle of July, 1844, and his 

arrival back in Paris took place on the sixteenth of October *^ Marx was 

evicted from France by order of the French government at the instigation 

of the Prussian government in the middle of January, 1845,^ and Heine's 

personal intercourse with Marx was thereby terminated for a number of 

years. Thus the two men were both in Paris at the same tic© for approxi¬ 

mately ten months, during which time there developed a rather close and 

congenial acquaintance between them. 

According to one of Marx' daughters, Heine was a frequent visitor 

at the home of her parents, but the conversations during these visits 

dwelt on literary topics. This was of course the aspect of the friend¬ 

ship between her father and the poet which she remembered hearing her 



parents speaking of when they had settled in London,^ i.e., at least 

seven years later. The literary side of the acquaintance of Marx and 

his wife with Heine was what naturally remained most prominent in their 

memories, for Marx himself had been a poet of sorts,and^both he and 

Ids wife had a high estimate of Heine’s literary productions. Marx* 

political and social-economic ideas had come a long way since he was 

in Paris in 181*1*, so that what political or social ideas they discussed 

during Heine’s frequent visits would lapse into the background. 

As Hirth points out, the literary aspect of their acquaintance 

could hardly have been the only one, since it was during the years l8i*i*~ 

181*7, when Marx and the other young Hegelians of the left were in Paris, 

that Heine wrote a number of very abusive poems of a revolutionary 

nature against the kings of Prussia and Bavaria as well as several 

6 
other works which undeniably demonstrate communistic lines of thought.0 

However, these ideas are nowhere expounded in anything like systematic 

form, but they are rather to be gathered from the fierce and often taste¬ 

less mockery of Friedrich Wilhelm IF of Prussia and Ludwig I of Bavaria. 

As a result of his trip to Germany in 181*3, Heine wrote in January 

of the following year his Deutschland, ein WintermUrchen, in which he 

gives the ideas derived from the impressions of his journey from Paris 

to Hamburg. Heine met Marx a few days after his return from Hamburg, 

for he writes to Carape on the twenty-ninth of December mentioning the 

"Rugesche Coterie” (II, 1*97), to which Marx belonged as co-editor with 

Huge of the Deutsch-franzflsische Jahrbilcher. The influence of Marx is 

to be found in Heine’s poem, but it was not a socialistic one, since 

Ruge had not yet begun to break with Marx because of the latter’s grow¬ 

ing tendency towards socialistic doctrines^? Marx and Ruge can therefore 



be said to have influenced Heine merely towards a revolutioraxy radicalism 

in his winter’s tale Deutschland. 

In the well-known first canto of Deutschland Heine shows this new 

emphasis on political poetry when he writes upon bearing the song of a 

harp girl at the German border* 

Sie sang von Liebe und Liebosgram, 
Aufopfrung und Wiederfinden 
Dort oben in jener besseren Welt, 
Wo alls Leiden Sehwinden. 

Sie sang vom irdischen Jammerthal 
Von Freuden, die bald zerronnen, 
Vom Jenseits, wo die Seele schwelgt 
Verklfirt in ew’gen Wonnen. 

Sie sang das alte Entsagungslied, 
Das Eiapopeia vom Himmsl, 
Womit man einlullt, wenn es greint, 
Das Volk, den grossen LGmmel. 

Ich kenne die Weise, ich kenne den Text, 
Ich kenn'auch die Herren Verfasserj 
Ich weiss, sie tranken heimlich Hein 
Und predigten dffentlich Wasser. 

Ein neues Lied, ein besseres Lied, 
0 Freunde, will ich such dichtenl 
Wir wollen hier auf Erden schon 
Das Himmelreich errichten. 

Wir wollen auf Erden gliicklich sein, 
Und wollen nicht mehr darbenj 
Verschlemaen soil nicht der faule Bauch 
Was fleissige HSnde erwarben. 

Es wHehst hienieden Brot genug 
Ftir alle Mensehenkinder, 
Auoh Rosen und Vfyrtm, Schbnheit und Lust, 
Und Zuokererbsen nicht minder. 

(II, 431 f.) 

At first glance these stanzas would appear to indicate rather crassly 

socialistic tendencies in our poet, but Heine here actually expresses no 

idea which he had not made known previously. The lullaby of the next 

world by which the people are lulled into submissiveness is merely a 



reiteration of the thought he expressed when he wrote in Die Roman- 

tische Schule about Catholicism, as that religion '‘•••die,*, durch die 

Lehre von der Verwerflichkeit aller irdischen Gtlter, von der aufer- 

legten Hundedemut und Engelsgeduld die erprobteste Stiltze des Despotis- 

raus geworden." (V, 21?)* That the authors of the Entsagungslied 

secretly drink wine and publicly preach water, i.e*, that they neither 

believe in nor live by the doctrines they extol, had already been 

asserted in Die Stadt Lucca in the following words* "Wer das Zunft- 

geheimnis belauert hat, weiss, dass die Pfaffen viel weniger als die 

Laien den Gott respektieren, den sie zu ihrem eignen Nutzen, nach Will- 

kttr, aus Brot und Wort zu kneten wissen,***." (Ill, 1*20), When he 

writes that bread and sugar-plums exist on the earth in sufficient quan¬ 

tities to go around, and that the indolent should not gorge away the 

acquisitions of diligent hands, he is merely repeating what he said in 

Die Romantische Schule when he wrote* "«.*wir haben ausgefunden, •••dass 

deise Erde uns alle anstfindig erofihren kann, wenn wir alle arbeiten und 

nicht einer auf Kosten des anderen leben will, ••••" (V, 328)* In 

short, it is merely the Saint-Simonian distinction between producers and 

non-producers* Thus Heine does not go beyond' the ideas he entertained 

during the period of his contact with the Saint-Simonians* 

But if Heine did not proceed beyond the doctrines of the French 

school in his Deutschland, ein Wintermflrchen, the very fact that he 

expressed them concerning the German scene and in such a fiercely 

polemical manner indicates the influence of Marx and Huge as well as 

the resurrection of interest in the German situation as a result of his 

journey* According to Ruge, he and Marx admonished Heine to forget love 

poetry and turn to revolutionary political subjects*0 Of course Heine 



had already composed some rousing political lyrics, as has been mentioned 

in the previous chapter, before either Ruge or Marx arrived in Paris, 

so that Ruge's statement is not particularly accurate, but it is beyond 

doubt that they strengthened him in this tendency, since he began in 

earnest in l81jij. to write political, revolutionary, and even occasionally 

somewhat communistic poems* 

This renewed resolve to devote his art to the liberation of the 

Fatherland is expressed in the winter*s tale Deutschland in the episode 

where Heine walks out at night on the streets of Cologne and sees his 

familiar spirit* 

Ich seibst, wenn ich am Schreibtisch sass 
Des Machts, hab* ich gesehen 
Zuweilen einen vermummten Cast 
Umhsimlich hinter mir stehen* 

Unter dem Mantel hielt er etwas 
Verborgen, das seltsam blinkte, 
Wenn es sum Vorsehein kam* und ein Beil, 
Bin Richtbeil zu sein mir dtthkte* 

Er schien von untersetzter Statur, 
Die Augen wie zwei Sterne$ 
Er stflrte raich im Schreiben nie,, 
Blieb ruhig stehn in der Feme* 

Seit Jahren hatte ich nicht gesehn 
Den sonderbaren Gesellen, 
Da fand ich ihn pldtzlieh wieder hier 
In der stillen Mondnacht zu Kdllen. 

Es ward mir unleidlich, ich drehte mich um 
TTnrJ es*keit-i «*•?■** 

"Ich treffe dich immer in der Stund *, 
¥o Weltgefilhle spriessen 
In meiner Brust und durch das Hirn 
Die Geistesblitze sehiessen. ..." 



"Ich bin kein Gespenst der Vergangenheit, 
Kein grabentstiegner Strobwiseh, 
Und von Rhetorik bin ich kein Freund, 
Bin auch nicht sehr philosophisch. 

"Ich bin von praktischer Hatur, 
Und immer schweigsam und ruhig* 
Dock wisse: was du ersonnen im Geist, 
Das filhr’ ich aus, das thu1 ich* 

"Du bist der Richter, der Bilttel bin ich, 
Und mit dem Gehorsam des Kneehtes 
Vollstreck* ich das Urteil, das du gefdllt, 
Und sei es ein ungerechtes, 

"Ich bin dein Iiktor, und ich geh* 
Bestdndig iait dem blanken 
Richtbeile hinter dir*—ich bin 
Die That von deinem Gedanken*” 

(II, i*l*3-Ui£) 

Heine incorporates a great deal into this figure of his familiar spirit, 

making him the symbol of the new trend in his poetry, a trend which had 

previously been confined to his prose writings* This trend has been 

dormant in the poet, for Heine relates that he has not seen his familiar 

for years* The poet has his spirit say that he is neither rhetorical, 

like the patriotic poets of the day, nor philosophical, as he considered 

the Swabians and others who had their heads in the reflective and specula¬ 

tive clouds to the extent that they were oblivious of the political 

reaction in Germany. Heine represents himself and his new poetry as 

aetivistic, as one which is to inspire the people to action in;the attain¬ 

ment of political freedom and national unity. like the spirit, the 

people are to be the actions of the poetrs thought* He had expressed 

this same idea two years before when he admonished the German poets in 

the poem "Doktrin" t 



Deutscher Sifnger) sing und preise 
Deutsche Freiheit, dass dein Lied 
Uhsrer SeeXen sich bemeistre, 
Und zu Thaten uns begeistre 
In Harseillerhymnen Weise. 

(I, 310 f.) 

This new poetry of Heine’s is to be ruthlessly destructive of the 

religious beliefs and political institutions belonging to the days of 

medieval superstition, inhumanity, and political oppression* He takes 

the Cologne Cathedral as a symbol of the Middle Ages and all that he 

thought they stood for, and he derides in the fourth canto the wide¬ 

spread efforts of the Pombauverein to assist by contributions of funds 

9 
and materials in the repair and completion of the edifice. After the 

scene with the familiar spirit which took place in the evening when Heine 

(in the poem) was spending the night at Cologne and had wandered out 

onto the streets, he returns to his lodging, goes to bed, and dreams 

that he again walks out onto the streets to the cathedral in the company 

of his familiar (Kaput VII)* 

VJir gehen und gehen, bis wir zuletzt 
Wieder zum Domplatz gelangen| 
Weit offen standen die Pforten dort, 
Wir sind hineingegangen. 

Ich wandelte lange den Pfeilern entlang 
Und hdrte nur die Tritte 
Von meinem Begleiter, er folgte mir 
Auch hier bei jedem Schritte, 

Wir kamen endlich zu einem Qrt, 
Wo funkelte Kerzenhelle 
Und blitzendes Gold und Edelsteinj 
Das war die Drei-KSnigs-Kapelle. 

Die hell'gen drei Kttnige jedoch, 
Die sonst so still dort lagen, 
0 Wunder I sie sassen aufrecht jetzt 
Auf ihren Sarkophagen. 



Der eine bewegte sogar den Mund 
Und hielt eine Rede', sehr langej 
Er setzte mir auseinander, warum 
Er meinen Respekt verlange* 

Zuerst weil er ein Toter sei, 
Und zweitens weil er ein Kdnig, 
Und drittens weil er ein Heil'ger sei- 
Das alles rtihrte mieh wenig* 

Ich gab ihm zur Antwort lachenden Mutst 
Vergebens ist deine Bemtthung I 
Ich sehe, dass du der Vergangenheit 
Gehflrst in jedar Beziehung, 

Fort I fort von hier l im tiefen Grab 
1st eure natiirliche Stelle. 
Das Leben nimmt jetzt in Beschlag 
Die sch&tze dieser Kapelle, 

So sprach ich, and ich drehte mich um, 
Da sah ich furchbar blinken 
Des stummen Begleiters furchtbares Beil— 
Und er verstand mein Winken* 

Er nahte sich, und mit dem Bell 
Zerschmetterte er die amen 
Skelette des Aberglaubens, er schlug 
Sie nieder ohn' Erbarmen* 

(II, 10*6-1*1*8) 

Thus Heine’s poetry is to be destructive of the relics of the past which 

stand in the way of progress* It is to provide the inspiration for 

those who are to perform this task on the last relics of religion, absolu¬ 

tism, and particularism, and to construct in Germany a modem state* 

This new activist poetry is to be "Ein neues Lied, ein besseres 

Lied," as it is stated recurringly in the first canto (II, 1*32), and is 

to bring about increased happiness in this life* The mention of the new 

and better song runs like a theme through the earlier cantos,^ and the 

same idea again comes to the fore, though in different words, in the 

twenty-seventh and last canto, which comes immediately after Hamburg’s 

patron goddess Hammonia has tried to pursuade the poet to stay in that 



city* In this last canto Heine reiterates, it -would seem, his concept 

of the poet's mission in the modern world to inspire the people to action* 

Das alte Geschlecht der Heuchelei 
Verschwendet, Gott sei Dank, heut*, 
Es sink allmfihlich ins Grab, es stirbt 
An seiner Ltlgenkrankheit* 

Es w&chst heran ein neues Geschlecht, 
Ganz ohne Schminke und SUnden, 
Mit freien Gedanken, mit freier Lust— 
Dem words ich aHes verktinden. 

Schon knospet die Jugend, welche versteht 
Des Dichters Stolz und Gtlte, 
Und sich an seinern Herzen w&rmt, 
An seinem Sonnengemftte* 

(n, k92) 

Hence the new poetry is to fall upon the receptive ears of the younger 

generation, who are to bring about the new order which is to have nothing 

in common with the old period of despotism and religiously motivated 

self-denial* 

Heine’s promise of the new and better song is fulfilled to some 

extent in the winter’s tale Deutschland itself in the form of the sharp 

attacks on Prussia and its monarch, Friedrich Wilhelm IV* Heine also 

wrote a- number of revolutionary poems which were incorporated into the 

"Zeitgedichte" section of Weue Gedichte and which were published in 

the Deutsch-franzdsische Jahrbilcher and the Vorwdrts* As short political 

lyrics they do not expound any positive political doctrines, but they 

are composed mainly of attacks, which are often of a rather coarse nature, 

on the persons of Ludwig I of Bavaria ("Lobgesfinge auf KiSnig Ludwig") 

and Friedrich Wilhelm IV (the scbnaps-drinldng "Kaiser von China".)* 

Although almost devoid of thought content other than being revolutionary 

and derisive, they seem calculated to undermine the respect of the 

readers for those rulers* 



However, Heine wrote other poems in l8i|lj. which indicate that he was 

under the influence of Marx* steadily increasing leanings towards the 

communism which he was to formulate in the Communist Manifesto three 

years later. The most important and best known of these is "Die schle- 

sischen Weber," which was first published in the Vorwdrts in July of 

I8l4i shortly after the uprising of the Silesian weavers, which occurred 

in June. The following stanzas from the poem clearly show this ten¬ 

dency* 

"Ein Finch dem Gotte, zu dem wir gebeten 
In Winterskdte und HungersnStenj 
Wir haben vergebens gehofft und geharrt, 
Er hat uns gefifft und gefoppt und genarrt— 

Wir weben, wir weben I 

"Ein Flu<fh dem Kflnig, dem Kdnig der Reichen, 
Den unser Elend nicht konnte erweichen, 
Der den letzten Groschen von uns lerpresst, 
Und uns wie Hunde erschiessen ldsst— 

Wir weben, wir weben 1 

"Ein Fluch dem falschen Vaterlande, 
Wo nur gedeihen Schmach und Schande, 
Wo jede Blume friih geknickt, 
Wo Fdulnis und Moder den Wurm erquickt— 

Wir weben, wir weben! 

"Das Schiffchen fliegt, der Webstuhl kracht, 
Wir weben emsig Tag und Nacht-- 
Altdeutschland, wir weben dein Leichentuch, 
Wir weben hinein den dreifachen Fluch, 

Wir weben, wir weben J 
(H, 177 £*) 

As Hirth points out, !-!arx and Ruge had different views of the uprising 

of the Silesian weaversj Marx considering it a revolt of the whole 

labor force against the oppressors, whereas Ruge saw in it merely an 

outbreak brought about by extreme economic hardship. Heine’s conception 

*ff 
follows that of Marx; the curse against the king as representing the 

interests of the bourgeois oppressors, the curse against the Fatherland 

in which there is so much corruption and decay, and the verse: 



Altdeutschland, Kir weben dein Leichentuch, • •* confirm Hirth,s obser¬ 

vation* It may be that Marx was actually co-author of the poem, since 

he had been somewhat of a versifier himself, and since he and Heine 

would often go over the latter’s works during Heine’s frequent visits 

*ip 
at the Marx’ home* Marx was also a person with a strong and domineer¬ 

ing personality, as is testified to by the fact that even as a student 

he exercised a strong influence over his superiors, Karl Friedrich 

Koppen and Bruno Bauer,^ 

In a manuscript from the Hachlass which has its origins in the 

year 181&, Heine writes about the social-political effects of German 

philosophical Idealism as interpreted by the young Hegelian materialists* 

Die Vernichtung des Glaubens an den Hiramel hat nicht bloss 
eine moralische, sondern auch eine politische Wichtigkeits 
die Massen tragen nicht mehr mit christlieher Geduld ihr 

irdisches ELend und lechzen nach Gliickseligkeit auf Erden* 
Der Koraraunismus ist eine natilrliche Folge dieser verfinder- 

ten Weltanschauung, und er verbreitet sich fiber ganz Deutsch¬ 

land* Es ist eine ebenso natilrliche Erscheinung, dass die 
Proletarier in ihrem Ankampf gegen das Bestehende die fort- 

geschrittensten Geister, die Philosopher der grosser Schule^ 
als Filhrer besitzenj diese gehen fiber von der Doktrin zur 
That, dem letzten Zweck alles Denkens, und und forraulieren 

das Programmf^h 

The most striking quality of this quotation and the poem about 

the Silesian uprising is that Heine identifies himself with the prole¬ 

tariat, whereas he had previously recognized his own bourgeois social 

status and condemned egalitarian radicalism from a bourgeois point of 

view* This seemingly sudden changeover presents a rather striking 

problem in the history of Heine’s thought* But although Heine had 

taken a bourgeois position regarding French and German egalitarian 

communism in the years immediately previous to his acquaintance with 

the young Hegelian radicals, his position, as has been shown, was not 

uncritical of the existing state of society* He was dissatisfied with 



the mercantile and financial interests in political as well as economic 

control of France at the time, and he considered some of the ideas of 

Saint-Simon and Fourier to be of potential benefit to humanity* He was 

for an efficient means of eliminating social costs from above* he per¬ 

ceived the social question but maintained his bourgeois position* 

How Saint-Simon and Fourier were precisely the men whose ideas 

Marx had come to Paris to study, and it was their doctrines which 

taught him the social implications of his previously abstract philosophy. 

However, Marx with his formidable philosophical machinery went beyond 

his predecessors somewhat during his stay in Paris and was beginning 

to identify himself With the working classes# In this identification 

he seems to have swept Heine along with him, for as has been previously 

noted, Marx was of a strong and domineering personality and possessed 

with great intellectual energy and that compelling sense of dedication 

characteristic of social reformers, a dedication in which the poet Heine 

was conspicuously lacking* 

There is evidence that Heine the artist and man of education and 

culture seriously resisted Marx* doctrines, but that Marx* logic and 

intensity of intellect played a decisive role in causing him to 

occasionally espouse Marx’ doctrines* Heine writes in the introduction 

to the French edition of Lutezia (1855)t 

I made this admission, that the future belongs to Communism, 
in an agony and fear which, alas, was not feigned* I think 
with horror of the time when these gloomy iconoclasts will 
arrive in power. Their horny hands will mercilessly smash 
the marble statues of beauty*,,my Book of Songs will be used 
by the grocer to make paper-bags to hold coffee and snuff 
for the old women of the future* ••• And yet I frankly admit 
that this same Communism, so hostile to my interests and to 
my inclinations, exercises a charm upon me before which I am 
powerless* A terrible syllogism holds me in its grip, and, 
if I am unable to refute the premise "that every man has the 
right to eat," then I am forced to submit to all its conse¬ 
quences,’1^ 



passage -was of course made many years after Heine’s first acquain¬ 

tance with Marx* but it is retrospective to before that acquaintance* 

since the reference is to the period of the political reports for the 

ATipomo-inft Zeitung* in which a social revolution is predicted* However* 

Marx was the first person of strong socialistic leanings who was any¬ 

thing uton a close friend of Heine’s* and who could therefore put the 

syllogism and logical appeal of his developing communistic ideas before 

the poet. Heine might have had Friedrich Engels and Hermann Everbeek 

in wrindj since both of these men visited Mm in Paris at a later date 

and after the establishment of the Gomraunist League (see below, p.77)» 

At ary rate, the passage indicates that the logical machinery of the 

movement* along with the intensity with^Marx undoubtedly presented it* 

was what swung Heine over to espousing a cause for which he had little 

real sympathy* This reservation on the part of Heine the poet is prob¬ 

ably what Marx’ communistic associates later referred to as the poet’s 

political weaknesses* and which, they related* Marx forgave in his friend 

because he considered poets "sonderbare KHuze," who could not be measured 

by the same standards used for others*^ 

Heine possessed several intellectual points of contact with Marx 

and Ruge which made this halfway acceptance of communistic possi¬ 

ble* Like them* he was an internationalist* for he had been constantly 

ridiculing the nationalistic element of German liberalism and radicalism* 

Since Marx was mainly and Huge entirely a political radical, neither of 

the two satisfied themselves with the constitutions by divine right th^n 

existing in some of the German states, and here again their ideas form 

a point of contact, in the destructive sense at least, with those of 

Heine* As Hirth maintains, Heine saw in the ideas of Marx, Huge, and the 



other young Hegelians of th© loft primarily the atheistic, anti-clerical 

attitude similar to that which he himself had been assaying without 
It 

vasodilation since almost the very beginning of his social ■ thinking*'iv 

Following Feuerbach, the young Hegelian radicals were of the first 

opinion—;Ju3t as Heine had been in Die Stadt Lucca (see above, p*13 

that to existing state religions stood la to way of all improvement 

of th© German situation*?^ As to passages quoted from Heine*s works 

written in l3hU indicate, to twin radical thought content is a condemns- 

tioa of Christianity as being an agent of oppression in that it diverts 

mn*& thoughts from their material suffering to a hotter world after 

death and preaches a self-denial which is economic as well as sensual. 

It is indeed significant tot Heine referred to his young Hegelian friends 

and his tola liberal thinking up to 161*8 as atheistic after he had re¬ 

turned to a belief in a personal Sod during to period of his invalid- 

isBW-^ ihus Heine agreed with the young Hegelians of to left in tola* 

radical political briefs, toir atheism and opposition to religion, 

and their internationalism* He also believed in social reforms from 

above and was therefore not uncritical of to bourgeois economic system 

as he saw it in France and read about it in England* to existence of 

these points of contact made possible a close intellectual companion¬ 

ship "between Heine on the one hand and Huge and Bsara—especially to 

latter—on to other, men Heine proceeded to identify himself on ocea- 
l 

sion Wth to proletariat, it was largely Itec* personal iniXusenee which 

was responsible, Hass1* logic and rather domineering personality asserted 

Itself and carried Heine along with it into opinions which he accepted 

half-heartedly and which, as Hirth points out, do not bespeak the poet*S 

firmest convictions*2® It will be pointed out in to following chapter 
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that Heine Trent back to his former lines of thought after his illness 

had made him an invalid and soon after the German socialists had left 

Paris# 

Of course the most obvious effect of the young Hegelian radicals 

on Heine was that through their influence his politically revolutionary 

writings came to the fore with a sharpness and directness not previously 

known and attacked for the first time the heads of the German states 

openly, whereas he had formerly criticised only the form of those states# 

The revolutionary and sometimes somewhat communistic content of his con¬ 

tributions to the Vorwdrts and the Deutsch-franzdsische Jahrbiicher, as 

well as the mockery heaped up by Heine and others on Friedrich Wilhelm IF, 

caused the Prussian ambassador in Paris, on instructions from his govern¬ 

ment, to negotiate with Guizot for the expulsion of Marx, Ruge, and the 

other contributors to the Yorw&rts# After several months of inter¬ 

mittent negotiation, the decree of the French government for the expul¬ 

sion of Marx, Ruge, and Heinrich Bdrnstein was issued in January of 

pH 
181£. BOmstein and Ruge, however, were permitted to remain in Paris,■ 

but Ruge left Paris in April, since the Vorwgrts had been suppressed 

and with it his efficacy# Heine was not mentioned in the decree be¬ 

cause he was guaranteed the right of unlimited residence in France 

along with the enjoyment of civil liberties by an earlier law which ex¬ 

tended that right to all those bom in the Rhineland between 1791 and 

1801 as former French subjects. Since Heine was bora in Diisseldorf in 

1797, he came under the protection of this law and could not be legally 

deported#^ 

After the departure of Marx and Ruge from Paris in 18U5, Heine’s 

revolutionary poetic production, and hence also his association with 



the German revolutionaries , did not cease but continued for two years 

more* In the years 181$~181*7 Heine wrote the revolutionary poems 

"W&Sche Sage" (against the house of Hohenzollem), section HI of 

"Der neue Alexander," and "KBnig Ludwig and den KBnig von Preussen#" as 

well as probably "Im lieben Deutschland daheime*" "Die schlesischen 

Weber" was published again in revised form in 181*7* 

This continuation in a strongly revolutionary vein was the result 

of continued relationships with the German socialists. Marx wrote Heine 

two letters in 181$, and the poet sent greetings to Marx through Hermann 

Everbeck, the representative of the Communist League in Paris, who visited 

Heine frequently either for official or personal reasons*^ Friedrich 

Engels was in Baris from September of 181*6 until sometime in 181*7* and 

he seems to have visited Heine on various occasions* At least two 

occasions of visits or conversations with Heine can be substantiated 
. ■ . . f. , 

from his meptionings of the poet in his letters to Marx in September of 

181*6 and January of 181*7 and we may assume that he also visited or 
t” ' ' 

met With Heine on other occasions during the intervening period* 

Also of probable influence in causing Heine to continue in this 

revolutionary bent in his poetry was the presence of Ferdinand Lassalle 

and Karl Grfln in Baris; Lassalle* who was only twenty years old at the 

time, arrived in Baris late in 181$ and stayed for approximately a month* 

HS met Heine through Ferdinand FriedLand, and the poet gave the young 

man a letter of introduction to his old friend Varohagen in Berlin*^ 

Lassalle, later to become one of the founders of State Socialism* was 

merely a radical at the time, though he did entertain some very definite-* 

3y socialistic leanings*^ it is impossible to establish the extent of 

his influence, if any# on Heine, but it seems probable that he contributed 



towards causing Heine to continue his revolutionary poems, Karl Grlln 

arrived in Haris towards the end of l81jii and resided there for two 

years until he was expelled by the French government in 181*7 for his 

connections with the German communistic societies in the French 

capital*^® Grlln was a “True Socialist,” i*e*, he refused to appeal 

to self-interest to spread his doctrines but relied on the sheer power 
29 

of reason to convert men to his brand of Socialism* Griln evidently 

met Heine sometime early in I8ii5, for he presented him with a copy of 

his Heue Anekdota with an inscription dated Hay 2$s 181*5*^ In the 

absence of source material it is impossible to say what influence* if 

any* he may have had on Heine, but he, lassalle, Everbeck, and Engels 

collectively exercised an influence which caused Heine to continue in 

his thought and writings along revolutionary lines after Marx, who was 

undoubtedly Heine *s closest friend among the young Hegelian radicals, 

had left Paris* 

Soring the years I814*-l8ii7 when the German radicals and socialists 

of the Hegelian tradition were in Paris, there is a conspicuous lack 

of source material which might indicate more in detail and with greater 

certainly his exact position towards their doctrines* Heine’s only 

prose writings of the period were several feuilltons on the Paris musical 

season in 181*1* and some equally Innocuous reports from Bareges, a water¬ 

ing place in the fyrennees, in 181*6* As a result of increasing govern¬ 

ment pressure on the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung, he was unable to 

publish political reports in that paper after July of 181*3*^* Deutsch¬ 

land* ein ¥intermflrchen was written too early to present a complete 

picture of his thought during the period, and most of the shorter 

political poems do not come forward with anything positive but confine 



themselves to derisive attacks from which about the only conclusion 

that can be drawn is that the author had strong revolutionary leanings 

The letters during this period are equally unproductive^ they are 

occupied with various material circumstances, business matters, and 

social obligations* 
f ' ' 

In the years I81di-l8ii7» then, Heine was roused by Marx and Huge, 

and later perhaps by Everbeck, Engels, Lassalle, and Grlin, to politi¬ 

cally revolutionary poetry, or rather they strengthened a tendency 

which had been becoming strong in him since 181*2* Heine *s social- 

economic beliefs, his belief in a liberal, paternalistic policy to be 

applied from above to relieve distress among the lower classes, was 

strengthened and injected with a new vigor, but for the most part he 

maintained his bourgeois position* When he did identify himself with 

the proletariat, it was occasionally and half-heartedly, and it is to 

be traced back to the personal influence of Marx* 
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Towards the end of 181*7, Heine’s chronic illness, which had been 

growing intermittently but steadily worse for a number of years, in¬ 

creased to such an extent that he became paralyzed* In Hay of 181*8 

he left his quarters under his own power for the last times1 from then 

until his death in February of 1856 he was a complete invalid. His 

eyesight became so poor that he could barely see at all, and he was 

able to write only with extreme difficulty and exertion as a result 

of his steadily increasing paralysis. The poems written during these 

last years were painfully scratched out while Heine was propped up in 

a chair during the long, sleepless nights letters and prose works 

were dictated to a secretary. The entire eight-year period of the 

poet’s invalidism was accompanied at various intervals by intense physi¬ 

cal suffering* 

During this period Heine returned to a belief in a personal God 

and found great comfort in reading the Bible* This conversion, however, 

did not mean a return to orthodox Christianity nor orthodox Judaism 

either as a doctrine or ritual* He writes in one of the poems of the 

Romanaerot 

Heine Hesse wird man slngen, 
Keinen Kadoseh wird man sagen, 
ffichts gesagt und nichts gesungen 
¥ird an raeinen Sterbetagen* 

(I, 1*23), 

and he stipulated in his will in 1851 that no members of the priesthood 

or clergy of any religious group should either be present or perform 

rites at his burial (VU, £L9)«H 

He writes about his conversion in the afterword to Romanzero (1851)* 



In der Theologie..*rauss ich mich des Rilckschreitens 
beschuldigen, indem ich***zu dean altenAberglauben, zu 
einem persCnliehen Gotte, zurttckkehrte* ... AusdrticKLich 
widersprechen muss ich jedoch dm Gerflchte, als hfitten 
mich raeine Rilckschritte bis zur Schwelle irgend einer 
Kirche Oder gar in ihren Schoss gefUhrt, Nein, meine 
religidsen {jberzeugungen und Ansiehten sind frei geblieben 
von jeder KIrchlichkeitj kein Glockenklang hat mich ver- 
lockt, keine Altarkerze hat mich geblendet* Ich habe alt 
keiner Symbolik gespielt und meiner.Vernunft nicht ganz 
entsagt* (I, 487) 

Thus although Heine returned to a belief in a personal God, he was not 

converted to what in earlier years he would have considered obscurantism* 

Although he renounced his more free-thinking bent and with it his 

fiercely destructive attacks on religion, he remained a rationalistic 

thinker* He renounces the scepticism which he had maintained with 

ever-increasing intensity up until the period of the "Matratzengruft” 

and calls himself the Prodigal Hon who has returned to God his Father 

after having long been a swineherd in the land of the Hegelians (I, 485)* 

In referring to his self-professed Pantheism of earlier years he main¬ 

tains that the God of the Pantheists is really not a God at all, and 

that the Pantheists, such as he had been, are really Atheists who are 

ashamed to admit it out of fear of the word (I, 486)* 

Heine's religious conversion did not mean that he gave up his 

liberal ideas* He writes, also in the afterword to the Romanzero* which 

is to be regarded as the poet's anticlimactic farewell to his public* 

Seitdem Q>he duly Revolution), besonders aber nach dm 
Sturz Ludwig Philipps, * .Vbildete sich hier in Frankreich 
die Melnungs dass nur zwei Regierungsformen, das absolute 
KSnigtum und die RepubUk, die Kritik der Vernunft Oder der 
Erfahrung aushielten, dass man eins von beideri wdhlen mfisse, 
dass alles dazwischenliegende Mischwerk unwahr, unhaltbar 
und verderblich sei. In derselben Welse tauchte in Deutsch¬ 
land die Ansieht auf, dass man withlen mtisse zwischen der 
Religion und der Philosophic, zwischen dem geoffenbarten 
Dogma des Glaubens und der letzten Konsequenz des Denkens, 
zwischen dem absoluten Bibelgott und dm Atheismus* (I, 486 f.) 



Heine here implies that he had taken a middle position, for he goes 

on to assert in the passage quoted above (p. 81) that he has not re¬ 

turned to any form of orthodoxy nor entirely given up his reason. He 

also implies in this passage that he has taken an intermediate position 

in his political and social-economic thinking, for he goes on in the 

next paragraph to remark about his liberalism: "«..ich verharrte bei 

denselben demokratischen Prinzipien, denen meine frtlheste Jug end 

huldigte und filr die ich seitdem immer flammender ergltihte." (I, U87)* 

The archeologist Ferdinand Meyer reports Heine as expressing him¬ 

self similarly on the relationship between his religious conversion and 

liberal ideas in a conversation in 181$. Meyer writes: 

Ich erwdhnte, dass deutsche Zeitungen mitgeteilt hdtten, 

er sei von seiner frilheren politischen Ansichten g&izlich 

zuriickgekommen.• dem er indes auf das bestiramteste wider- 
sprach und es als einer der gewdhnlichen Liigen der Zeitungs- 

schreiber bezeicbnete. —Er erkLdrte seine alten politischen 

Ansichten fir zu reiflieh Hberlegte und noch bis zu diesem 
Augeriblick, wo trotz aller kdrperlichen Leiden seine Gedanken 

immer klar geblieben und sein Geist sich immer mehr l&utere— 

von neuem gepriifte und von ihm als die richtigen anerkannte, 
als dass er sie je verleugnen kdnne. . .     • • • 

• ••• • • • • • • • • • • * * • * • * * * » • • . * • » • • 
Nachdem er mdr dies sein politisches Glaubensbekenntnis 

abgelegt, meinte er, dass wahrscheinlich seine vollkommene 

religidse Bekehrung vom Atheismus zura wahren Gottesglauben 
die Leute zu der Voraussetzung einer gleichzeitigen Umwand- 
lung seines politischen Systems verleitet hMtte. 

When Meyer speaks of Heine *s former political views, he is not Inferring 

that the poet still maintained the ideas in the exceptionally radical 

utterances during the years I8i4*-l81tf, for most of the writings in 

which Heine took the position of the lower classes remained unpublished 

until well after his death. Meyer also remarks: HIch gestehe, dass ich 

ihn bei weitem gemfissigter fand, als ich es nach seiner eigenen Einlei- 

tung dieses Gespritches erwartet hatte,rt^ 

Heine therefore did not give up his liberal principles after his 



return to a belief in a personal God* He relates that it was the general 

opinion of liberals and radicals that scepticism was the only form of 

faith—or rather lack of it—compatible with liberal ideals and that 

orthodoxy or religious faith necessarily meant political reaction* From 

our knowledge of Heine’s views on religion as connected with society* 

we know that he had shared this opinion* He states, however, that the 

prevalent idea that one must take one extreme position or the other in 

both religion and politics does not necessarily hold and that he has 

returned to religious faith without giving up his liberalism. 

In his social-economic thought proper, Heine returns to his negative, 

bourgeois position towards the various forms of communism, and hence he 

generally takes up in his thinking where he left off in 18U3 when the 

young Hegelian radicals came to Paris* He writes in Gestflndnisse (io^U): 

,,,ich sah.,,, dass der Atheisimis ein mehr Oder minder 
geheimes Bilndnis geschlossen mit dem schauderhaft nackte- 
sten, ganz feigeriblattlosen, kommunen Korarrrunisraus. Heine 
Scheu vor dem letztem hat wahrlich nichts gemein mit der 
Furcht des Gltlekspilzes,*lftir seine Kapitalien zittert, Oder 
mit dem Verdruss der wohihabenden Gewerbsleute, die in ihren 
AusbeutungsgescMften gehemmt zu werden fUrehtens nein, mich 
beklemmt vielmehr die geheime Angst des Kllnstlers und des 
Gelehrten, die wir unsre ganze moderne Zivilisation, die 
mtihselige Errungenschaft so vieler Jahrhunderte, die Frucht 
der edelsten Arbeiten unsrer Vorg&iger, durch den Sieg des 
Eommunisraus bedroht sehen, Fortgerissen von der Strdmung 
grossmiltiger Gesinnung, mdgen wir iramerhin die Interessen 
der Kunst und Wissenschaft, ja alle unsre Partikularinte- 
ressen dem Gesamtinteresse des leidenden und unterdrtickten 
Volkes aufopfems aber wir kdnnen uns nimmermehr verhehlen, 
wessen wir uns zu gew&rtigen haben, sobald die grosse rohe 
Masse, welche die einen das Volk, die andern den PQbel 
nennen,*,,zur tiirklichen Herrschaft kSme, Ganz besonders 
empfindet der Dichter ein unheimliches Grauen vor dem 
Regierungsantritt dieses t&ppischen Souverfins, Wir wollen 
gem flir das Volk uns opfera, denn Selbstaufopferung gehiJrt 
zu unsem raffiniertesten Genttssen,„aber die reinliche, 
sensitive Natur des Dichters str&ubt sich gegen jede persdn- 
lich nahe Bertlhrung mit dem Volke, und noch mehr schreeken 
wir zusammen bei dem Gedanken an seine Liebkosungen, vor 
denen uns Gott bewahre J (VI, i*2) 



Heine Is in all probability referring mainly to Marxian Communism in 

this passage# for he mentions it in conjunction with Atheism# which he 

saw as one of the main elements of the ideas of the young Hegelian 

radicals. Again there is the same dread of communism# not only on the 

part of the poet but also the man of culture and education# which was 

expressed in BQrae and Lutezia. There is the same fear that the unedu¬ 

cated, iconoclastic masses would# if they actually came into power, 

destroy the cultural heritage of Western civilization which has been 

the product of a centuries-long process of accretion. Also present is 

the same purely personal revulsion against the coarseness of the pro¬ 

letariat. But Heine again expresses his impatience with the self- 
•i 

interested political and social altitude of business and industrial 
I ’ 

Interests# Heine’s social consciousness# however# has increased notice¬ 

ably# probably as a result of his relationship with Marx and the other 

German Socialists# for he notes that the lower classes were oppressed# 

exploited# and suffering from want. 

But Heine proceeds beyond his social ideas of the years 181*0-181*3 

to suggest the means by which the people can be allowed to take over 

the reins of government without destroying existing society. He writes 

in the next paragraph* 

0 das Volk, dieser arms Kdnig in Lumpen, hat Schmeich- 
ler gefunden, die viel seharaloser als die HQflinge von 
Byzanz und Versailles ihm ihren Weihrauchkessel ah den 
Kopf schlugen. Diese Hoflakaien des Volkes rilhmen be- 
stdndig, seine Vortreffliehkeiten und Tugenden und rufen 
begeisterts wie seh8n 1st das Volkl wie gut 1st das Volkl 
wie intelligent 1st das Volk l —Hein# ihr Mgt. Das arme 
Volk ist nicht sch8n$ im Gegenteil# es ist sehr hasslich. 
Aber diese HSsslichkeit entstand duroh den Schmutz und 
wird mit demselben schwinden# sobald wir dffentliche 
Bader erbauen# wo Seine Majestat das Volk sich unentgelt- 
lich baden kanti.j Bin StHokchen Seif e kdnnte dabei nicht 
schaden# und wir 'werden dann ein Volk sehen# das httbsch 
propre ist# ein Volk, das sich gewaschen hat. , Bas Volk# 



dessen Giite so sehr gepriesen wird, 1st gar nicht gutj es 
1st manchmal so b9se wie einige andere Potentaten. Aber 
seine Bosheit kommt vom Hunger% wir mils sen sorgen, dass das 
souverSne Volk immer zu essen habej sobald allerhdohst das- 
selbe gehdrig geftlttert und ges&ttigt sein mag, wird es 
each auch huldvoll und gn&dig anl&cheln, ganz wie die andem, 
Seine Majestttt das Volk ist ebenfalls nicht sehr intelli¬ 
gent! es ist vielleicht difenmer als die andern, es ist fast 
so bestialisch dumm wie seine Gilnstlinge. Liebe und Ver- 
trauen schickt es nur denjenigen, die den Jargon seiner 
Leidenschaft reden Oder heulen, wdhrend es jeden braven 
Mann hasst, der die Sprache der Vernunft mit ihm spricht, 
um es zu erleuchten und veredeln, ••• —Der Grund dieser 
Verkehrtheit ist die Unwissenheitj dieses Nationalilbel 
rrriissen wir zu tilgen suehen durch dffentliche Schulen filr 
das Volk, wo ihm der Unterricht auch mit den dazu gehfirigen 
Butterbrdten und sonstigen Nahrungsraitteln unentgeltlich 
erteilt werde, (VI, h2 £*) 

As this passage indicates, Heine sees the causes behind his long- 

entertained misgivings, which he still considers justifiable, about 

the emancipation of the lower classes and suggests measures by which 

the causes of these misgivings may be eliminated. Although he is re¬ 

pelled by the unwashed condition of the common people, he perceives 

the cause of the situation and comes forward with a remedy. In recom¬ 

mending public bath houses he seems to be recognizing personal cleanli¬ 

ness as a democratizing influence. He suggests that the bitterness 

of the common people, and hence also the danger that they might instigate 

a complete social leveling, would disappear if the economic want of the 

lower classes were assuaged. As in the case of Bflme and his German 

journeymen in Paris, Heine the rationalist feels that the people in 

their ignorance and with their uncritical minds are all too susceptible 

to the impassioned language of demagogues who flatter their vanities, 

just as absolute rulers are too much under the influence of court 

toadies. He proceeds, however, to recommend free public education to 

spread the .influence of reason and the intellectual attitude as applied 

to society and politics. It is to he noted that again Heine does not 



Identify' himself with the proletariat, for he writes* "...wir mttssen 

sorgen, dass das souverdne Volk imraer .zu essen habe; •..*'' 

In the poem “Die Wanderratten” Heine elaborates on the idea sug¬ 

gested in the passage quoted, from the Gegtdndnissefc that the elimina¬ 

tion from above of social costs is not only desirable from a humanitarian 

standpoint but necessary if Western civilization is to be saved from the 

ever-increasing threat of communism* .... 

Es gibt zwei Sorten Battens 
Die hungrigen und satten* 
Die satten bleiben vergniigt zu Ifeus, 
Die hungrigeh aber wandem aus* 

Sie kUrnmen wohl liber die Hdhen, 
Sie schwimmen wohl durch die Seen; 
Gar manche ersfluft Oder brieht das Genick, 
Die lebenden lassen die Toten zuriiek* 

Es haben diese K&uze 
Gar fiirchterliche Schn&uze; . . 
Sie tragen die KSpfe geschoren egal, 
Ganz radikal, ganz rattenkahl* 

Die radikale Rotte 
Weiss nichts von einem Gotte* 
Sie lassen nicht taufen ihre Brut, 
Die Weiber sind Geineindegut# 

Der sinnliche Hattenhaufen, 
Er will nur fressen und saufen, 
Er denkt nicht, wfihrend er sduft und frisst, 
Das unsre Seele unsterblich ist* 

So ,eine wilde Ratze, 
Die fttrchtet nicht Hdlle, nicht Katzej 
Sie hat kein Gut, sie hat kein Geld 
Und wflnscht aufs neue zu teilen die Welt* 

1*1- * # >-; f'; ,* -4''* # .« #>'•' + « « * * 

Owehe l wir sind verloren, 
Sie sind schon vor den Tdpen J 
Der BUrgermeister und Senat, 
Sie schtttteln die KSpfe, und keiner weiss Rat* 



Die Bttrgerschaft greift zu den Waffen, 
Die Glocken lfluten die Pfaffen, 
Gefdhrdet ist das Palladium 
Des sittlichen Staats, das Eigentum. 

Nicht Glockengelitut e, nicht Ffaffengebete, 
Nicht hochwohlweise Senatsdekrete, 
Aueh nicht Kanonen, viel Hundertpfilnder, 
Sie helfen euch heute, ihr lieben Kinder 2 

Heut* helfen euch nicht die Wortgespinste 
Der abgelebten Redekiinste. 
Man fdngt nicht Ratten mit Syllogismen, 
Sie springen ttber die feinsten Sophismen. 

1m hungrigen Magen Eingang finden 
Nur Suppenlogik mit KnBdelgrUnden, 
Nur Arguments von Rinderbraten, 
Begleitet mit Gdttinger Wursteitaten* 

Ein sehweigender Stockfisch, in Butter gesotten, 
Behaget den radikalen Rotten 
Viel besser, als ein Mirabeau 
Und aUe Redner seit Cicero, 

(II, 2Q2-20k) 

Of course the metaphor of the pugnacious migratory rats as proletarians 

and communists is more than obvious* Heine seems to be thinking again 

of Marxian Communism as well as the earlier, more disorganized variety, 

for he refers to the irreligiosity of the rats. The result of this 

religious disbelief for Heine is a communism giving rise to the crassest 

sort of materialism, which, in turn,-brings about the desire for social 

equality and for pleasures of an exceedingly mundane variety (fressen 

und saufen), pleasures which for them are the end of all existence* 

For Heine the reason for the popularity of egalitarian doctrines among 

the lower classes is economic distress (Die hungrigen aber wandem aus), 

and this appeal of communis111 will disappear when the extreme poverty of 

the lower classes also disappears. Thus if Western culture is to be 

saved from destruction by communism, an effective palliative must be 

devised which can be applied from above to eliminate want and with it the 

fanatical egalitarianism to which want gives rise* 



Tn the passage from the introduction to the French edition of 

Lutezia (18££) quoted from in the previous chapter (see above, p.75), 

after referring to his prediction of a social revolution in the reports 

for the AUgemeine Zeitung in the years 18LO-18L3, he goes on to escpress 

Mwafti -p on the appeal of communistic doctrines to him. This passage is 

retrospective, but it is also meant to apply to the time of writing. 

He sticks by the prophecies he had made during the July Monarchy, al¬ 

though they did not come to pass after the Revolution of 18H8 as he had 

expected, for he writes* ’I think with horror of the time when these 

gloomy iconoclasts will arrive in power. He continues to write about 

his position at the time of writing* 

A terrible syllogism holds me in its grip, and, if T am unable 
to refute the premise '‘that every man has the right to eat," 
then X am forced to submit to all its consequences. From 
much thinking about it I am like to lose my reason; X see all 
the demons of truth dancing triumphantly about me, and at 
length the generosity of despair takes possession of my heart 
and I cry* "For long this old society has been judged and con¬ 
demned, let justice be done4 Let this old world be smashed 
in which innocence is long since dead, where egoism prospers 
and man battens upon man I Let these whited sepulchres be 
destroyed from top to bottom, these caverns of falsehood and 
iniquity, and blessed be the grocer who shall one day use the 
pages of my poems as paper-bags for the coffee and snuff of 
poor old women, who, in this present world of injustice, too 
often h^ve to go without that solace 2 Fiat justitia pereat 
mundusP 

It is undeniable that the ideas expressed in this passage directly 

contradict those expressed in Gest&ndnisse and "Die Wanderratten'!. In 

these latter two passages, however, Heine is saying what he would do 

if he were in complete authority. If the matter were left up to him 

personally, if he had absolute power, he would have attempted to assuage 

social suffering both out of humane considerations and with an eye 

towards pacifying discontented elements, which, he believed, were dis¬ 

contented because of economic hardship. However, Heine must have seen. 



and it is likely that Marx and his fellow Socialists must have convinced 

Heine of this, that the method for solving the social question which he 

had advocated, or rather espoused, in the articles for the Allgemeine 

Zeitung and elaborated on after 181*8, were not likely to come to pass 

under existing political conditions* He feels his own idealistic solu¬ 

tion cannot be put into effeot because in the real world egoism does 

prosper and man does batten upon his fellow man* Thus in this passage 

from the introduction to hutezia, he feels momentarily that communism 

is the jester of what he considers the two practical either-or possibili¬ 

ties^ even though the existing social order is much more desirable from 

the point of view of culture and art* 

When he shrugs his shoulders and gives his assent to the change in 

the social order which he sees approaching, Heine is not very convincing, 

for the whole passage smacks of that resigned irony characteristic of 

the dying poet who realizes that he is no longer in a position to affect 

the course of events one way or the other* The passage is isolated and 

out of line with the entire course of Heine’s social thought, and he is 

admittedly speaking here against his own inclinations and most heart¬ 

felt convictions as a man of culture and an artist* It stands with "Die 

schlesischen Weber" and a few other passages in which he seems to have 

swung over to the camp of the proletarians* It is also isolated as far 

as the period covered by this chapter is concerned and in comparison 

with the introduction to the second edition of Salon II, the afterword 

to Romanzero* the passage from Gestflndnisse* and "Die Wanderratten." 

During the period of the "Matratzengruft", Heine returns to a! belief 

in a personal Deity but does not give up his liberalism* His religious 

convictions were not orthodox either as to faith or ritual, and he did 



not renounce, as he previously thought was necessary for those who were 

religiously faithful, either his essentially rationalistic, free-thinking 

point of view as a social thinker or Ms liberal ideology. He did 

modify the severity of Ms former position, however, and ceased to at¬ 

tack the church* In Ms social thinking he took up—in Ms own asser¬ 

tions at least—where he had left off in I8I4.3 and worked out the impli¬ 

cations of the basic ideas wMeh he had merely hinted at rather vaguely 

during the previous period. He retains Ms earlier revulsion against 

personal contact with the lower classes, but he goes on to suggest a 

remedy. As a rationalist he distrusts the ability of the lower classes 

to voice themselves intelligently in politics and public life, but he 

proceeds to suggest public education as a remedy. He retains Ms earlier 

fear that the proletariat, if it actually exercised the power at its con¬ 

trol in a self-conscious manner, would legislate pr otherwise bring about 

a form of society wMch would destroy the cultural treasure of Western 

civilization. He proceeds to assert, however, that effective relief of 

economic want from above is not only worthy from a humanitarian point 

of view but also necessary to avoid a revolution culminating in a dreary, 

iconoclastic egalitarianism and a disruption of alt traditional values. 

Although Heine does not express Ms views on social-economic sub¬ 

jects very often during the last eight years of his life, it was then 

that his thought as applied to the social question bears the most simi¬ 

larity to liberal political tenets in the twentieth and later nineteenth 

century. In the "Matratzengruft1* Heine*s positive social-economic thought 

and recommendations, as distinguished from Ms passive assent to what he 

considered inevitable, reached its Mgh point. In recommending liberal 

measures from above to relieve tbs poverty of the workers and thereby 



keep them satisfied and peaceable, Heine is a precursor of Bismarck, for 

the Iron Chancellor initiated the first system of social insurance on 

a national scale in 1883 in order to placate the Social Democrats, 

Heine's recommendation of free public schools on a broad basis—and 

men of free school lunches!—has of course long been adopted in this 

country, and it is now a widely accepted precept that one of the fore¬ 

most purposes of public education is to train an intelligent and res¬ 

ponsible citizenry. His recognition of the democratizing effect of 

personal cleanliness also has a peculiarly twentieth-century ring. 



CONCLUSION 

As a result of this study, we may draw several not unimportant con¬ 

clusions about Heine’s social-economic thought as well as his thought in 

general, about Heine the thinker, and about the relationship between Heine 

the thinker and Heine the artist. 

David Footman makes a rather stimulating comment in his biography 

of Ferdinand Lassalle when he refers to Heine in an off-hand manner as 

an exponent of "revolutionary romanticism" (p. 36). Heine was a romanti¬ 

cist, he was intermittently a revolutionary, and he was always a liberal 

as far as Germany was concerned. But his liberalism did not spring from 

his romanticism? on the contrary, they existed side by side, sprang from 

different traditions, and were even for a time diametrically opposed. 

Indeed, as Heine’s liberalism came more and mare to the fore, his romanti¬ 

cism sank correspondingly into the background. With the exception of a 

few early exercises, he began his poetic career in 1819 and 1820 at Bonn 

under the tutelage of August Wilhelm Schlegel. At almost the same time, 

however, he composed his famous "Die Grenadiers" which shows his unbounded 

enthusiasm for Napoleon, not only as a military hero but also as a repre¬ 

sentative of the Ideas of the French Revolution, Ideas which had their 

origins in the rationalistic tradition of French Enlightenment. At Berlin 

in 1821-1823, Heine’s liberalism was strengthened 1y aspects of Hegel’s 

philosophy in agreement with the liberal tradition of the French Enlighten¬ 

ment. The Hargreiae, on the other hand, is dominated not only by romantic 

themes but to a certain extent also by the romantic view of life. In the 

last three parts of the Reisebilder. which cover the years 1826-1830, 

Heine’s liberalism comes even mare strongly to the fore. 



Up through 1830, then, there existed in Heine* s nature an unreconciled 

dualism between the romantic poet and the liberal political and social 

thinker* It was a dualism because German romanticism after the Congress 

of Vienna was synonomous with political reaction. Although enthusiasts 

for the French Revolution and its ideas in their younger days, most of 

the romantics had turned reactionary and espoused ultrsmontaneism and 

the feudalism of the Reaction ty the time Heins had reached maturity, 

the most notable example of this tendency being Friedrich Gents, who be¬ 

came Mettemich* s personal secretary. Thus although Heine was a roman¬ 

ticist as to his artistic method and heritage, he refused to take the 

romantic irrationalism into the political sphere, where his ideas were 

rationalistic in background and coloring. He vehemently attacked the whole 

romantic movement in Germany several years later in his Romantlscha Schuie 

on the grounds that its enthusiasm for the Middle Ages had meant an equal 

enthusiasm for outmoded forms of government and society as well as the 

medieval brand of faith. 

After 1830 the hold which the romantic view of life exercised over 

Heine, which had been steadily decreasing since around 1827, diminished 

to such an extent that it may be said to have disappeared entirely, but 

he nevertheless continued in the romantic tradition as to artistic method. 

For example, one could hardly imagine a work less permeated with the 

romantic Weltanschauung than Deutschland, ein WintermltrChen in *Meh the 

poet violently and joyfully predicts that Cologne Cathedral will be used 

as a horse stable on the coming of the new era, mocks the whole idea—a 

favorite one of the Romantics—of a new Germany on the model of the Holy 

Roman Empire in the Kaiser Rotbart scene, and derides the most famous 

symbol of teutonic Volkstum. Armenius, In this same poem, however, Heine 



makes use of the traditional themes of German romanticism, the dream, the 

spirit, and the folk song# He himself characterized the work in a letter 

to Garape as "politischromantxsch" (IX, 506)* 

The dualism in Heine’s personality between the romantic and the liberal 

gives way after 1830 to a similar dualism, much less narked, between Heine 

the thinker and Heine the artist and man of education. In the eighteen- 

thirties he had objected to the Saint-Simonian ideas about the regimen¬ 

tation of the artist. In the years 1840-1843 and before, the artist and 

man of culture had feared that the egalitarian radicalism which he saw 

continually growing about Mm would lead to the destruction of that which 

he considered of worth in civilization. Prom 1843 until his death the same 

reservation played a decisive role in Ms views towards Marxian Communism 

and the various other forms of what he considered egalitarian doctrines. 

But contrary to what Heine himself believed in the introduction to the 

French edition of Lutezia. Ms reservations were not necessarily irrational 

but more a question of values. Granting Heine’s analysis of the egali¬ 

tarianism and Marxian Gemmunism of Ms day, it is difficult to consider a 

desire to see Western culture preserved as an irrational foible or a senti¬ 

mental attachment. Heine the liberal was conscious of the existence of 

social suffering and placed a Mgh value on its elimination} Heine the 

artist placed an equally M#i value on art and learning. Accordingly, he 

sought for Ms own part to find a workable solution ty which both values 

could be realized. When confronted ty the two systems he actually thought 

possible in the society of Ms day, he wavers indecisively to and fro and 

inclines unwillingly to the left. 

The fact that Heine was an artist determines not only Ms values but 

also to a certain extent the manner in which he expresses his social 



thought and the detail into which he goes. It is noteworthy that he never 

goes into detail in his positive social-economic tenets. His thou$it was 

not that of an economist or economic philosopher who closely analyses 

the existing economy and its social implications and makes detailed and 

carefully planned out recommendations. As an artist he contents himself 

with criticizing the existing state of socieiy and the values upon which 

he considered that society to rest, such as the ascetic view of life, and 

with suggesting new values, such as the affirmation of the flesh. The 

practical application of the recommended new value is usually most sketchy 

as well as not systematically forked out. Being a poet, he feels free to 

extensively satirize and criticize those faction© which he considers too 

radical or to which he is opposed for other reasons. Being also the self- 

conscious artist, Heine conceived his position in the liberal movement 

to be in the field of inspiring ideas, as he effectively incorporates the 

idea into the scenes tilth his familiar spirit in Deutschland, ein tflhter- 

mSrchen. Although his ideas were almost always revolutionary in implica¬ 

tion as far as Germany was concerned, he never took active part in the 

actual organization of liberal or revolutionary groups, except far a short 

time after arriving in Paris. As in the case of the young Hegelian radi¬ 

cals in Paris, Heine furnished the movement with some rousing verses, bit 

there is no record of his ever taking aotive part in working men’s organi¬ 

zations. He realized that his position in socieiy was that of an artist, 

not of a political organizer or revolutionary plotter. 

In January of 1841, Heine wrote to Gustav Kolb, editor of the Align- 

meine Zeitung. about his articles for that papers "Ich baba grosse Purcht 

vor dem Grfiuel einer Proletarierherrschaft, und ich gestehe Ihnan, aus 

Furoht bin ich ein Konservativer geworden." (II, 379)* However, this 



conservatism, unlike that of Wordsworth, was not primarily a conservatism of 

age, for Heine did not turn against the principles he advocated in his 

youth and young manhood* In the years before he settled in Paris, he was 

merely agitating for the ideas of the French Revolution, for '’Liberty, 

Equality, and Fraternity,” for his native country. He would have liked to 

see Germany as a modem, united bourgeois state, and he was fighting against 

the remnants of feudalism and despotism in a politically backward country. 

He had little concept of problems and strife within a bourgeois state, for in 

his visit to England in 1827 he saw only the agitation of the middle classes 

which were attempting to wrest political ascendency from the landed aria- 
i 

tocraqy, and he appeared almost unaware of the problems raised there by the 

industrial revolution* During the early years in Paris he was still an 

adherent to the capitalistic system, but he vaguely envisaged some pater¬ 

nalistic organization of production. The same ideas were held to, with 

some movement towards the present-day conception of political liberalism 

as public action for the prevention and elimination of social costs, in the 

years 1840-1843. In the years 1844-1847 Heins became a radical revolu¬ 

tionary as far as the German 3cene was concerned and even occasionally ex¬ 

pressed somewhat communistic ideas. It was during the last eight years of 

his life that he most nearly approached the contemporary idea of liberalism 

when he admonished the ascendant bourgeoisie to make concessions to relieve 

economic hardships. Thus there is a steady progression from a liberalism 

demanding freedom of restraint as opposed to feudalism to a liberalism 

desiring a degree of public welfare as opposed to the doctrine of laissez 

faire. 

Heine could nevertheless rightly consider himself a conservative, 

especially in the years 1840-1843* He had been transplanted from a somewhat 



Idyllic and backward Germany to Paris, where all sorts of social doctrines, 

most of them radical, were openly discussed everywhere. It was over and 

against these radical doctrines, which he believed would come into effect 

under universal suffrage, that Heine was a conservative whose sympathy 

was for the July Monarchy. Hence it was possible for him to be a conser¬ 

vative in his sympathies in French politics and at the same time a liberal, 

and even somewhat of a radical, in his wishes for his native Germany, 

whose constitutions fcy divine right he considered inadequate* 

One of the most remarkable characteristics of Heine’s thought is 

that it is consistent in its basic lines over the years of his fairly 

long life. This is all the more remarkable since he is most vacillating 

in his opinions of people and in details. Friends and acquaintances 

once considered comrades in arms, such as BBrne, Earl Gutzkow, and Giacomo 

Meyerbeer, to name only the more important, he later turned against* and 

Heine * s opinions of the various French ministries wavered somewhat. But 

this vacillation was the result of bad communications with -Hie homeland, 

personal grievances, or various possible interpretations of a given set 

of facts* 

Heine nevertheless held with remarkable consistency to his basic 

principles and points of view. His bourgeois position, as has been shown, 

was maintained with only occasional exceptions for a period of over thirty 

years and in the face of other ideologies* Heine’s rationalistic* free- 

thinking bent, which appears first in nUber Polenn and Hordsee IIIf is 

constantly reiterated up until the MMatratzengrufb,n where it is merely 

discarded as a weapon against revealed religion* The anti-clericalism 

which is first heard strongly in Die Stadt Lucca is continued in polemic 

and satire up until 1848, after which the poet still holds to it but is 



not disposed to polemize. Although seldom mentioned in this thesis, Heine’s 

cosmopolitan internationalism, which is reflected in his long-standing, 

fierce opposition to the Altdeutschen. was another basic element in his 

thought to which he held throughout his life. From the time of Relse- 

bilder. III (1829) Until his return to faith during the period of his fatal 

illness, Heine adhered consistently in his life and writings to the self- 

styled Hellenism which may be considered the guiding principle of his 

mature years. 
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Atm, to Werke. 2nd ed., III, 414) • He was merely polemizing against 
exaggerated nationalism and what he considered the medieval out¬ 
look, and the movement for the completion of Cologne Cathedral 
provided him with a convenient and striking symbol. 

10. See Werke. 2nd ©d., Ill, where the lines are numbered. The words 
occur in 11. 33, 53, 66 (Karat I), 385-386 (Karat V). 

11. Bausteine. p. 118. 

12. Kautsly relates after Marx' daughter that they were in the habit of 
doing so. Houben, GesprHche. pp. 450-451. 

13. Spargo, pp. 51-52. 

14. Quoted by Bister in his "Einleitung1* to Salon II. Werke. 17, 149. 

15. Quoted from Antonina Vallentin, Poet- in Exile, tr. Harrison Brown, 
p. 247, where the passage is translated from the French. 

16. Houben. QcsprUche. p. 451. 

17. Bausteine. p. 121. 

18. Cole, SjSpjaUat SiPiigMo h 239. 

19. He expresses this idea in the foreword to the second edition (1852) 
of Salon II. Werke, 17. 156-157. 

20. fes&ifeas, p. 123. 

21. , pp. 119—120. 

22. Houben1 s inserted comment in GesprHche. p. 476. 

23. Hirth, Bausteine. p. 120. 

24. Ibid., p. 127. 

25* Included in Houben, Gesprgche. pp. 508-509, 514. 

26. David Footman, Ferdinand Lassalle. pp. 48-49. 

27. Ibid., pp. 36, 39. 

28. Ludwig FrSnkel, art. in ADB, XLK, 584-585. 
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2% Cole* Ijj 2hk-2h$* 

H0ubea% inserted eowami In GesprlichOa. p* $Qf * 

31* IfiLrbh, Bansteinea pp« 83-81}* 

Chapter VIII 

1« Ontermeyer, Heinrich Beine» 13 317-318* 

2* Ihcl* in Houben, gesppdche» pp. 630-631* 

3* Ibid*a p* 631* 

it* This pom is from Heine*s Hasblasgj bat Elster (Anm* to Works* 
2nd ed*, II, 383) gives it" as deling vizditen at approximately "the 
same time as the passage quoted from Gestandnisse* since the same 
conception prevails in both* 

3* Quoted from Vallentin, Poet in Sdle* p* 21*7« tjhere the passage 
is translated from the IrenelT* 

6. Ibid*, • 
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